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ABSTRACT
The field of Human-Computer Interaction for Development aims to reduce the ‘digital
divide’ by designing and evaluating technology implementation projects (TIPs) in developing
or rural communities. Providing technology is expected to generally enhance development,
while educational TIPs (eTIPs) aim to create better learning outcomes in developing
contexts. These projects face the challenges of trying to ensure long-term technology
adoption and integration into contexts and infrastructures that may be widely different. Even
when the technology is successfully introduced to recipient communities, many TIPs
ultimately fail, with technology use dwindling over time.
The present study investigated the strengths and limitations of two eTIPs in rural Andean
communities: Blue Sparrow and One Laptop per Child (OLPC). Both of these organisations
provide communities with computers to use in the classroom, with a stated aim to create
better educational conditions and create better opportunities for students’ futures. Blue
Sparrow donates refurbished desktop computers to select partner schools in rural
communities, and implements a volunteer programme to assist teachers in the classroom.
OLPC works globally to sell low-cost laptops to national governments, with over 800,000 of
these currently deployed in Peruvian schools.
One month of rapid ethnography was conducted in three rural communities in and around
Huancayo, Peru, that received computer donations from both the Blue Sparrow and OLPC
programmes. Observations and interviews were conducted to investigate the varying contexts
of the schools and stakeholder groups, and the extent to which the programmes incorporated
these contexts.
The findings illustrated the importance of integrating local knowledge of communities,
adopting a bottom-up process and using local people to champion the project. Providing
resources such as a funding structure and training also help ensure the maintained use of
technology. Learning would be facilitated by focusing on educational objectives, changing
the prevalent teaching style and integrating group dynamics in the classroom. Finally,
involving stakeholders in defining programme objectives and meeting their expectations are
essential to project success. Ultimately, TIPs should aim to empower recipient communities
to self-manage the projects.
These findings translate into a set of recommendations for practitioners to help ensure the
success of eTIPs and TIPs. Providing technology in itself is not sufficient to reduce the
digital divide, and greater attention must be provided to integrating the specific and complex
contexts of developing or rural communities.
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CHAPTER 1.
1.1.

INTRODUCTION

Motivation

“More technology, more change.” The rural Andean farmer who spoke these words was
convinced of the importance of having computers to create better educational conditions for
children in his village, and help develop his community. Information and Communication
Technologies (ICTs) have widely been considered valuable to reduce socio-economic and
educational inequalities in developing, or emerging, contexts. Researchers and policy-makers
have focused on efforts to reduce the so-called “digital divide”, which differentiates those
who have ready access to and ownership of technological devices from the rest (Cecchini &
Scott, 2003; Chetty, 2005; Kleine, 2009).
By deploying and evaluating ICTs in developing contexts, technology implementation
projects (TIPs) aim to achieve long-term adoption, and integration of these technologies.
However, many have reported limited success; some estimates consider half of these projects
to be total or partial failures (Heeks, 2002). In order to improve the success rate of such
projects and contribute to lessening the digital divide, it is imperative to re-consider the
factors underlying these failures, with a focus on developing effective guidelines to ensure
the success of TIPs.
The present thesis aims to contribute to the growing body of knowledge in this field,
through the case study of two educational technology implementation projects (eTIPs) in
Andean communities in Peru. Blue Sparrow and One Laptop per Child (OLPC) are nonprofit organisations that provide communities with computers to use in the classroom, with a
stated aim to enhance educational conditions and create better opportunities for children’s
futures. Blue Sparrow operates on a local scale, providing desktop computers to a small
number of communities using a bottom-up approach. In contrast, OLPC is a global
organisation that distributes laptops to communities worldwide through a top-down process.

1.2.

Blue Sparrow

Blue Sparrow was founded in 2007 through collaboration between North American
graduate students and local Peruvians. Their ‘Conectados 2 ’ project aims to “inspire
confidence and offer technology training through self-sustaining computer centres in
disadvantaged Peruvian schools” (Blue Sparrow, n.d.). The communities they work with are
mostly agricultural; a rural exodus is causing these communities to dwindle, with most of the
younger generation leaving to find work in larger cities when they finish secondary school at
the age of 16. Many struggle to find work or educational opportunities in the city, faced with
urban students who may have received a better education.
To date, Blue Sparrow has partnered with four rural and semi-rural communities in and
around Huancayo, Peru. The Conectados programme offers technology access and training,
with the objective of better equipping students for employability, and further study. Blue
2
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Sparrow donates refurbished desktop computers to create computer labs in the schools, and
provides volunteers to assist with teaching computing. The levels of success have varied
between the different partner communities, and fluctuations in the level of community
engagement with the projects have affected long-term integration. The organisation is
seeking to expand the Conectados project to more partner communities in the most
successful way possible.

1.3.

One Laptop per Child

OLPC was founded in 2005 with the stated aim to provide every child in the world with a
laptop in order to enhance their education and create “brighter futures” (OLPC, n.d.).
Representatives Negroponte and Papert maintained their belief that providing children with
access to technology would allow them to initiate and construct their own learning, in the
context of inexistent or insufficient educational structure in developing countries
(Negroponte, 2006; Papert, 2006). OLPC partnered with a manufacturer to create the lowcost XO laptop, specifically designed for children in rural conditions with limited
technological infrastructure.
The organisation sells these laptops to large-scale buyers, such as national governments,
and deploys them in target communities. To date, the organisation has deployed laptops in 42
countries, and claims that over 2.4 million teachers and students have received laptops
(OLPC, n.d.). Peru has been the largest buyer into the programme, with over 800 000 laptops
purchased to date and introduced into primary schools in the country (OLPC, n.d.). Reported
levels of success have been variable across the countries of deployment, though only two
countries have achieved nationwide implementation of laptops to date (Warschauer & Ames,
2010).

1.4.

Scope

Research questions
In the context of limited successes of TIPs, an objective of this dissertation was to
understand the factors responsible for these levels of success and failure, through an
ethnographic investigation of two eTIPs in rural communities. Guiding questions during the
research were: the factors affecting the long-term success of the projects in the communities,
the differing viewpoints and expectations of the stakeholders involved, as well as the
educational impact of the technologies. By better understanding the requirements for the
long-term success of eTIPs in rural and developing communities, this dissertation aims to
deliver useful recommendations to practitioners in ensuring a successful outcome of their
projects.
Outline
Chapter 2 will review the literature surrounding TIPs. Chapter 3 describes the
methodology adopted in this study. Chapter 4 presents the findings related to the different
community contexts. Chapter 5 analyses the strengths and limitations of the programme
implementations. Chapter 6 presents the implications and conclusions of this study.
10

CHAPTER 2.
2.1.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Overview

Section 2.2 reviews the literature relating to technology and development. Section 2.3
reviews existing TIPs. Section 2.4 considers the challenges encountered by TIPs. Section 2.5
reviews the role of ethnography in the field, and section 2.6 summarises this Chapter.

2.2.

Technology and Development

The digital divide
The concept of digital divide, between technologically-rich communities and those with a
poor ICT infrastructure, has been described as problematic: it suggests that digital access is
all-or-nothing, but connectivity is a continuum, with various “levels” of digital access
(Warschauer, 2003). Additionally, the concept is reductive, suggesting that simply providing
access to the internet or ICTs will breach this gap, but, “access alone brings no automatic
benefit” (p. 298). Similarly, Dray and colleagues deplore the practice of simply “throwing
technology” at communities to reduce this divide, ignoring the deeper issues of access,
resulting in unused technologies (Dray, Siegel & Kotzé, 2003).
Most agree that a unitary digital divide does not accurately represent the inequities (e.g.
social, economic, political) interacting to affect digital access in a society (Warschauer,
2003). We use this term of digital divide, acknowledging its limitations in portraying the
interaction of various factors necessary for technology to be integrated in and help develop a
community.
HCI4D
ICT for Development (ICT4D) is concerned with creating or enhancing ICT structures to
advance development and reduce the digital divide, stimulating economic growth and
improving conditions for beneficiaries (Heeks, 2010).
HCI for Development (HCI4D) seeks to reduce the digital divide by applying usercentred principles to put the users in developing countries at the centre of design and
implementation processes, designing for their needs. In one recent example, researchers
designed and tested a mobile digital storytelling prototype for a rural Kenyan community
(Reitmaier, Bidwell & Marsden, 2010). They identified ‘in-situ’ field testing as key to the
design process, allowing them to appropriately tailor the prototype to the needs of the
community.
Similarly, a study in South Africa investigated the needs of low-income mobile users for
downloading media (Maunder, Marsden & Harper, 2011). The researchers developed a
system called Snap and Grab to enable users to upload and share media at no cost, via
camera-phones and Bluetooth, and explored how a community might use this system.
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A more recent field study developed a mobile verbal autopsy (VA) tool, allowing South
African fieldworkers to rapidly conduct VA interviews in rural communities (Bird, Byass,
Kahn, Mee & Fottrell, 2013). The authors involved fieldworkers to help finalise the design of
the system, encouraging them to provide constructive criticism of it. These field studies
illustrate ways in which HCI4D practitioners seek to enhance technology use in developing
contexts: by promoting a user-centred approach, HCI can meet the real needs of users.

2.3.

Technology Implementation Projects

TIPs
TIPs in the field of development, where researchers design and implement technologies
in communities, have often struggled to evidence long-term and sustainable technology use
(Warschauer, 2004). Indeed, as many as one third of projects may be considered total
failures, and half partial failures (Heeks, 2002). For instance, an initiative to fund an
“Information Age Town” saw most of the technology received during the project abandoned
or resold in the years following implementation (Warschauer, 2004).
The WrayDisplay project designed digital prototypes to display content in a rural English
community (Taylor & Cheverst, 2012; in Taylor, Cheverst, Wright & Olivier, 2013). After
handing over the technology to the community, they encountered technical issues and
showed a significant drop in usage, linked to waning enthusiasm for the technology.
Similarly, the Viewpoint device was designed to enable residents to vote in local polls
(Taylor et al., 2012; in Taylor et al., 2013). None of the devices saw continued use by the
residents after the end of the project. TIPs thus face many challenges in attempting to create
successful and sustainable technology use that will meet the specific needs of users.
eTIPs
Educational TIPs have focused on bridging the digital divide by implementing ICTs in
education (Warschauer, Knobel & Stone, 2004). Many eTIPs have focused on one-to-one
computing programmes, providing laptops for individual students, to enhance educational
outcomes. In developed countries, these have reportedly been successful in enhancing
technological proficiency, student learning and teacher engagement (Lei & Zhao, 2008;
Silvernail & Lane, 2004; in Warschauer, Cotton & Ames, 2011). Projects in developing
contexts, aim to create better educational outcomes for students, in the context of poor or
inexistent educational infrastructure.
Experiments have been conducted in India to investigate the extent to which children can
teach themselves in the absence of educational infrastructure and with limited or no guidance
(Dangwal, Jha, Chatterjee & Mitra, 2005; Mitra, 2005; Mitra & Rana, 2001). Researchers
created “hole-in-the-wall” computer kiosks in urban slums and rural villages, where children
used the technology freely without adult supervision. Through explorative use of the
computers and collaborative learning, they were reportedly able to teach themselves basic
computing skills as well as unfamiliar subject content (Mitra & Dangwal, 2010).
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The researchers suggested that the hole-in-the-wall computers stimulated curiosity in the
children, encouraging collaborative exploration and learning (Kaipur, 2008). However, other
research has been more critical, suggesting the children mostly used the computers to draw or
play games, and community members disapproved of the lack of supervision and instruction
in these settings (Warschauer, 2004). Despite the alleged benefits of eTIPs, limitations have
been identified in how the technology is implemented and the educational effectiveness.
OLPC emerged as the highest profile eTIP: grounded in the constructivist view that
children actively create mental models of the world; Papert (2006) proposed that children
could teach themselves through computer use, and stated that the OLPC laptops allowed for
‘natural learning’ without requiring formal teaching. The aim was to bypass teacher training
and curriculum reform, seen to be of limited value due to alleged teacher absenteeism and
incompetence (Warschauer & Ames, 2010).
Though OLPC pilot reports typically anecdotally cite positive changes in the
communities, such as increased enthusiasm and decreased absenteeism, there have been few
formal evaluations (Kraemer, Dedrick & Sharma, 2009). A report on OLPC’s
implementation in a Uruguayan school reported positive attitude in both students and
teachers, but little evidence to support any educational impact, and the stakeholder
motivation may have been influenced by the media and research attention this pilot
community received (Hourcade, Beitler, Comenzana & Flores, 2008)..
Other evaluations of OLPC implementations typically fail to find significant educational
benefits; one large-scale study of over 300 schools in Peru found no significant differences in
academic achievement between students with laptops and those without, though qualitative
interviews showed that stakeholders had a positive attitude towards the laptops and their
effect on learning (Cristia et al., 2012; Santiago, Severín, Cristia, Ibarrarán, Thompson &
Cueto, 2010). Other OLPC evaluations world-wide have similarly failed to find benefits of
laptop use (Nugroho & Lonsdale, 2010). An evaluation of the OLPC initiative in the United
States showed very low interest and use in the schools, with a large majority of students
reporting that they never used the laptops, or used them very little (Warschauer et al., 2011).
Thus, while it has been the most salient and high-profile technology implementation
project in education, OLPC is widely considered a failure (Warschauer & Ames, 2010).
While the physical design of the laptop has been hailed as innovative, many point to issues
with the implementation strategy adopted (Kraemer et al., 2009); OLPC has been described
as adopting a “one-size-fits-all” strategy, with a uniform top-down approach for all their
target buying nations, ultimately hindering their ability to adequately meet individual
stakeholder requirements (Camfield, Kobulsky & Paris, 2007).

2.4.

Challenges in TIPs

In the wild
A challenge for TIPs in development is working in unknown or unfamiliar cultures. The
first issue faced is access to a community: whether for reasons of mistrust or lack of
acceptance of foreign researchers (Maunder et al, 2011). There are also particular
13

environmental and infrastructural issues: climatic conditions may present challenges for the
technology (e.g. dust, humidity, heat), and researchers may be faced with expensive or
unreliable power supply to run the technology (Brewer et al., 2006; Cecchini & Scott, 2003;
Chetty & Grinter, 2007a).
Practitioners additionally report difficulties in communicating with local participants due
to linguistic as well as cultural barriers. In particular, locals may be intimidated by foreign
researchers: studies often report reluctance on the part of users in developing communities to
provide negative feedback on a technology, to avoid offending researchers (Anokwa et al.,
2009; Maunder, Marsden, Gruijters & Blake, 2007) and users may feel obligated to take part,
may be “in awe” of foreign researchers or may use a technology just to please researchers
due to a perceived difference in status (Anokwa et al., 2009; Chetty & Grinter, 2007b).
Furthermore, “traditional” data-collection techniques tend to favour literate groups;
researchers need to be mindful of adopting techniques that are suitable for a developing
context (Brewer et al., 2006). Certain methods may require users to be able to articulate their
needs with a specific terminology, and may assume a level of familiarity with technology
(Chetty & Grinter, 2007b; Maunder et al., 2007). Chetty & Grinter (2007a) suggest that,
“taking methods imbued with the cultural values of the developed world, into the developing
one, risks cultural collision where different values render the methods less useful at best and
insensitive at worst” (p. 2331). Careful consideration of the population characteristics may
aid researchers in choosing appropriate methods.
Other challenges faced by TIPs relate to the conclusion of a field study, when researchers
leave study settings and hand-over the technology to the community (Taylor et al., 2013).
There is a challenge of ensuring the “sustainability” of the TIP, in terms of long-term use and
its overall impact on the community: as Hayes (2011) points out “ensuring continuation of
the change is an enormous challenge” (p. 1515). Taylor and colleagues (2013) further
highlight the challenges of technical maintenance and repair, usage issues, and resource
issues, which contribute to long-term use.
Technical issues involve potential technology breakdowns: a community might not be
equipped to deal with this, or may expect researchers to intervene as a continuation of their
involvement with the project (Taylor et al., 2013). Many TIPs, demonstrate significant drops
in usage after the initial enthusiasm has worn off; Taylor and colleagues (2013) further
suggest that initial high levels of usage may be due to demand characteristics, with users
trying to use the technology above their habitual value, in order to please researchers.
Underlying both of these are potential resource issues: communities may not have the
capabilities to maintain technology use (Taylor et al., 2013).
Educational challenges
eTIPs have encountered similar challenges to TIPs. A case study of a large-scale project
to implement multimedia centres and computer labs outfitted with educational software in
Egyptian schools (Warschauer, 2003). While ambitious in its scope, most of the technology
sat unused or locked up by local authorities, though the schools were eager to “parade” their
technological resources in front of visitors (Warschauer, 2003).
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eTIPs also face significant challenges in educational contexts in the form of cultural and
policy standards (Cramer & Hayes, 2010). Schools are challenging environment for eTIPs,
due to standardised curricula and educational objectives; school boards may be reticent to
implement eTIPs without proven educational benefits. An additional challenge is accessing
students directly: eTIP initiatives generally go through teaching staff and administration, who
may restrict access to the technology for various reasons, such as concern about liability
should technology be damaged (Warschauer, 2003).
Researchers also point out that access to technology is not enough in itself to enhance
teaching practice and improve academic achievement: even where computers are used they
might simply be reinforcing inadequate or ineffective teaching practices (Cuban, Kirkpatrick
& Peck, 2001). Furthermore, the way computers are used and integrated within schools
appears to be critical (Warschauer et al., 2004). If eTIPs simply provide technology that is
used in conjunction with outdated or inefficient practices, then educational outcomes may
fail to be achieved (Camfield et al., 2007).

2.5.

The Role of Ethnography

TIPs for development should aim to gain a deeper understanding of their target users to
maximise success. Users in rural or developing contexts may have markedly different needs
and expectations than the developed world (Dhir et al., 2012). Additionally, in light of
numerous costly unsuccessful TIPs, there is a need to expand HCI’s understanding of the
social and cultural context of technology use (Chetty & Grinter, 2007a). Randall, Harper and
Rouncefield (2007) note that “there has been a growing realisation that the success of design
has much to do with the social context of system use” (p. 1). Ethnography is well suited to
investigate the “socio-cultural relevance” and integration of an ICT into a developing context
(Sambasivan et al., 2009).
The ethnographic method can overcome some of the barriers inherent to working in
developing contexts: close interaction with and observation of end-users may help reduce
inequity in the power distribution. By observing and participating in daily life in a
developing community, researchers may be seen as less intimidating (Maunder, Marsden, &
Tucker, 2006). This minimises the ‘otherness’ that may create unease or mistrust when
interacting with a foreign researcher with a perceived higher socio-economic status.
Furthermore, by immersing themselves into a specific cultural context, researchers can avoid
making unfounded assumptions about their users.
When designing their mobile storytelling prototype for rural South Africans, Bidwell and
colleagues came to value ethnography (Bidwell, Reitmaier, Marsden & Hansen, 2010). After
testing their design concept in the field, the researchers realised it was profoundly ‘anchored’
in Western notions of storytelling: it did not reflect specific local traditions. The authors
abandoned their design concept, and focused on gathering more data, living with the tribe to
inform a new concept (Bidwell et al., 2010). Similarly, a report on the Snap and Grab project
illustrated the discrepancy between what users actually wanted (music) and the perception of
their needs by NGOs (health information) (Maunder et al., 2011).
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Wyche and colleagues used ethnography to investigate how professionals in Nairobi use
ICTs, suggesting that Western design assumptions may not be valid in a developing context
(Wyche, Smyth, Chetty, Aoki & Grinter, 2010). In particular, the ‘access anywhere, anytime’
paradigm, where designers create technology for a constantly connected population, was illsuited to a context where users deliberately planned their technology usage. Users carefully
prepared emails offline before sending them to minimise costs, and efficiently use poor
connections.

2.6.

Summary

TIPs have been viewed as essential to lessen the digital divide, and promote socioeconomic and educational development. However, TIPs have had limited success in
emerging contexts in terms of long-term use and adoption. Similarly, eTIPs provide
technology to ameliorate negative educational outcomes: though one-to-one computing
projects have gained attention worldwide, most eTIPs similarly struggle to provide tangible
benefits and long-term adoption. Ethnography provides a way to overcome some of these
challenges, and allows practitioners to better understand end-user needs in developing
contexts. The ethnographic method adopted in the present study will be further described in
Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3.
3.1.

METHODOLOGY

Overview

Section 3.2 details the rapid ethnography method of this study. Section 3.3 covers ethical
considerations. Section 3.4 describes the fieldwork conducted in Peru. Section 3.5 describes
the thematic analysis adopted, and section 3.6 summarises this Chapter.

3.2.

Rapid Ethnography

The researcher worked with Blue Sparrow in 2012, which informed the present study.
The method used was rapid ethnography characterised by the use of multiple methods to
gather a rich set of data in a short period (Millen, 2000). This ‘quick and dirty’ approach to
ethnography was a way to develop a ‘broad’ understanding of the context, gathering as much
information as possible in a short time (Randall et al., 2007).
The researcher approached data-gathering without a specific focus: however, prior
exposure to the Blue Sparrow organisation and one of the communities influenced some of
the research questions. Various data-gathering methods were used in parallel: unstructured
and semi-structured interviews, focus groups, informal conversations, and participant
observation formed part of the data corpus.
Observations
Observations were conducted during computer lab classes for a total of 26 hours in three
schools. The researcher was introduced to the school directors after initial contact had been
made through electronic communication. A preliminary meeting established the best method
of attending classes, as well as the schedule constraints for each school. The researcher was
presented to the teachers and students as a classroom assistant, there to observe and assist if
needed. Behaviour in the computer labs was recorded in field notes, supported by occasional
photography and video recording of participant interactions with the computers.
Interviews
Unstructured and semi-structured interviews complemented the data set gathered in 2012.
The researcher interviewed the school directors in an office setting or during a tour of the
school grounds. These were semi-structured, with a list of general topics to cover. During
several days of observation, the researcher progressively built a rapport with other
stakeholders and conducted unstructured interviews during classroom or recess time,
including several focus groups with students: the questions built on observed topics of
interest (e.g. about activities conducted in class).
Six interviews were recorded and transcribed (see sample in Appendix A). These
complemented twelve structured interviews conducted with stakeholders in the summer of
2012. Non-recorded interviews, and informal conversations both inside and outside of the
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classroom setting, were also documented in field notes. The researcher favoured note-taking
over audio recording, due to the unease which it generated in many participants.
Other data
Photography was used to document the layout of the classrooms, student interactions
with computers, blackboard instructions, and any other relevant information (e.g. curriculum
documentation). Occasional video recording consolidated observational notes. These data
helped develop a rich understanding of participant interests and interactions.

3.3.

Ethical Considerations

Ethical considerations shaped the approach to fieldwork, due to the involvement of
potentially vulnerable participants: students under the age of 18, as well as potentially
illiterate adults. Obtaining informed written consent is challenging in developing countries
such as Peru (Creed-Kanashiro, Ore, Scurrah, Gil, & Penny, 2005; Upvall & Hashwani,
2001). In addition to the problem of illiteracy, members of a rural developing community
may view forms as confusing, suspicious, or potentially threatening. In addition, careful
consideration of students’ needs shaped the researcher’s approach to working in the schools
(Heath, Charles, Crow & Wiles, 2007; Morrow, 2012; Schenk & Williamson, 2009). The
ethics application and approval from UCL ethics are provided in Appendices B and C.

3.4.

Fieldwork in Peru

Field sites
The city of Huancayo is the capital of the Junín region of Peru, and is an economic centre
within the central highlands of Peru. There are four universities in the city, with many more
private educational institutions. Most inhabitants speak Spanish, though the indigenous
Quechua is also spoken in more rural areas.
This study involved data-gathering in three schools near Huancayo (Table 1): Heroes de
Pucara School in Pachachaca (aka ‘Rural School’), Francisco de Zela School in El Tambo
(aka ‘Urban School’), and Javier Heraud School in Huancán (aka ‘Marginal Urban School’).
These are Blue Sparrow partner institutions within relatively easy travelling distance from
the city. All are co-educational secondary schools that teach grades one to five (roughly
equivalent to secondary school in the UK, age range of 11-16).
Rural School, in the mountain community of Pachachaca, is one hour’s travel by road
from the city. It is the only secondary school in the village, and was built roughly five ago to
provide education to local inhabitants as well as villages higher in the mountains. The small
number of students means that there are never more than 10 in a grade, with some classes
having as few as three. Blue Sparrow inaugurated the computer lab in 2011, which was their
first TIP in this region; the school now owns the computers donated. The regional
government provided the school with 18 laptops in 2011 (Gobierno Regional Junín, 2011). In
total, eight hours of observation and teaching were conducted in 2nd to 5th grade computing
classes.
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School
Location
Demographics

Heroes de Pucara
Pachachaca – “Rural”
45 students
1 director
6 full-time teachers

Francisco de Zela
El Tambo – “Urban”
225 students
1 director
15 full-time teachers

Technology
resources

10 Blue Sparrow PCs
18 OLPC laptops*
1 overhead projector

Programme
start dates
Computer
schedule

Blue Sparrow – 2011
OLPC - 2011
Grades 1,2,3,5- 40min/week
Grade 4- 1hr 20min/week

12 Blue Sparrow PCs
26 OLPC laptops*
1 overhead projector
internet connection
1 EPT teacher
Blue Sparrow – March 2012
OLPC – November 2011
Grades 1,2 – 1hr 20min/week

Contact time

6 days observation
8 classes assisted
2 focus groups
2 director interviews
1 teacher group meeting

6 days observation
9 classes assisted
2 director interviews
1 volunteer interview
1 EPT teacher interview

Javier Heraud
Huancán – “Marginal Urban”
730 students
1 director
number full-time teachers
unavailable
20 Blue Sparrow PCs
66 OLPC laptops*
1 overhead projector
internet connection
2 computer teachers
Blue Sparrow – March 2013
OLPC - 2011
Grades 1-4 – some have
90min/week, some have
90min every two weeks
2 days observation
5 classes assisted
2 after-school club activities

Table 1. Characteristics of the field sites
* The number of OLPC laptops is taken from the regional government of Junín’s website, and may not
reflect the actual number of functional laptops.

Urban School is situated in the El Tambo district of Huancayo, a 20 minute bus ride from
the city centre. The school has 20 students per class on average. It forms part of a larger
community of primary and secondary schools, and local businesses. Urban School also now
owns the computers donated for the computer lab. The regional government provided the
school with 26 laptops in 2011 (Gobierno Regional Junín, 2011). Eleven hours of
observation were conducted, with 1st and 2nd grade students during their computing classes.
Situated in the Huancán district of Huancayo, Marginal Urban School is about a 20
minute drive from the city. Despite this, the surrounding area is agricultural. Class sizes
average 40 students. It is anecdotally reported to be in an extremely poor community. It
partnered with Blue Sparrow in early 2013, and the computers are still on a retractable loan.
They were provided with 66 laptops in 2011 (Gobierno Regional Junín, 2011). Seven hours
of observation were conducted in 1st to 4th grade computing classes, as well as two afterschool computer activities.
Participants
The study involved observation of and interaction with representatives of the major
stakeholder groups involved in the TIPs: Blue Sparrow representatives, volunteers, students,
teachers, school directors and parents. The researcher used opportunity sampling in order to
observe and converse with stakeholders. Profiles of the stakeholder groups are presented in
Chapter 4.
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Limitations
A number of limitations should be kept in mind regarding the data collected. First and
foremost, no Spanish-speaking or Quechua-speaking translators were employed during the
fieldwork to facilitate natural interaction. Although not a native speaker, the researcher
speaks fluent Spanish.
Significantly less time was spent in Marginal Urban School, due to on-going tensions
between teachers, volunteers and Blue Sparrow representatives. Information regarding this
school has been gathered from some classroom observation, as well as other stakeholders’
views. Information relating to OLPC or government representatives comes from external
sources, such as research reports or online publications.

3.5.

Thematic Analysis

Data analysis progressed without a priori theoretical structure, following a bottom-up
approach to identify patterns. Initially, familiarisation with the data sets involved
transcription of audio recordings and re-writing field notes into a digital format.
Transcriptions were left in the original language, and analysed in this form.
Thematic analysis was applied to code all of the data, using the six phases of coding
described by Braun & Clarke (2006). Codes were generated recursively over the course of
two weeks, and refined to identify the over-arching themes. Principal themes were
determined in terms of prevalence in the data sets, as well as their importance with respect to
the overall success of each of the projects.

3.6.

Summary

Rapid ethnography was a valuable method in this study, allowing the researcher to gain a
rich contextual understanding of the communities in a short time. The method involved
conducting observation, interviews, and generating artefacts in the field. Some ethical
considerations shaped the researcher’s approach to data-gathering in the field, before arriving
on site to conduct field research in three field sites in Peru. The data gathered during one
month was analysed thematically, and main themes related to the varying contexts of each
community will be presented in the Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4.
4.1.

COMMUNITY CONTEXTS

Overview

The ethnography and qualitative analyses revealed themes of interest relating to the
specific contexts of the studied communities. Section 4.2 details the community
infrastructures. Section 4.3 presents the major stakeholder groups in the Blue Sparrow
programme. Section 4.4 presents OLPC programme stakeholders. Section 4.5 describes the
technology use in the schools, and section 4.6 provides a Chapter summary.

4.2.

Infrastructures

The following section details the socio-economic, organisational and technological
infrastructures of the communities.
Socio-economic
The community of Pachachaca has a lower socio-economic status and less economic
activity than the communities closer to Huancayo: families depend on subsistence
agriculture. The director repeatedly mentioned his struggle to obtain funding, stating the
government did little for rural zones, and the parents’ association could only invest
occasional labour and basic materials. As the director explained, “after [harvest in] July,
there is no more money, until February”. Many adults are forced to migrate during the
intervening months to find work because, the director emphasised, “here there is no work”.
Rural School thus possesses fewer resources in terms of funding and facilities.
In contrast, Urban School has more resources; the director stated the school’s needs were
fulfilled in terms of funding and amenities. Though still possessing a low socio-economic
status, the families in El Tambo benefit from its proximity to the city: the community is more
economically viable with many families owning small businesses. Homes are more likely to
have basic commodities (e.g. shower, oven) as well as technological access (e.g. PC
ownership or occasional use of internet café).
Huancán, while classed as marginal urban, appears very rural in reality: Marginal Urban
School is surrounded by agricultural fields, with very few businesses present. The families in
this community have migrated from rural villages in the mountains due to economic
difficulties, and many continue to struggle despite living nearer the city. Students in this
school are described as “very rural kids” by Blue Sparrow.
Organisational
In Rural School, the computing classes, though scheduled into the timetable, are not
assisted by teachers and depend on the presence of volunteers. The timetable is frequently
disregarded to accommodate other teachers’ schedules: during the time of the study, the 1st
grade did not have computing class despite it being scheduled for them. The volunteers are
not given a curriculum or guidance on the topics to teach. However the director intended to
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create a curriculum and “start computing with more emphasis” the following year by
scheduling in three weekly hours of computing.
In contrast Urban School designated their “Educación Para el Trabajo” (EPT, equivalent
to home economics) teacher M. as responsible for computing classes. She attends classes and
tracks attendance. With the volunteers, she determines the topics to be covered during which
follow the national curriculum objectives. They structure every class with a grading system:
I think part of the organisation that’s hard is getting grading together and stuff. Which is important to them so
they have feedback, and it’s a good organiser ‘cause they know like I do these tasks, I do get graded, this isn’t
just some random thing where this foreigner comes in. Because I have done that, where the grading’s really
confusing, and so it’s just like oh, this is English fun hour or whatever, but they don’t quite connect it to this is
going to my EPT grade, and I know how this follows. – Urban Volunteer T.

Marginal Urban School similarly schedules computer classes for the students and the
teachers adhere to the national curriculum. The curriculum is separated into practical and
theoretical components that are taught by volunteers and teachers, respectively. The classes
tend to lack organisation. Teachers did not systematically verify which students were
supposed to be in class, and volunteers were not given lists of student names to track
attendance.
A recurring theme across the schools related to the lack of enforcement of scheduling.
Volunteers reported systematic lateness, or students and teachers simply failing to show up
for class. This was most evident in Rural and Marginal Urban Schools, with students
wandering the corridors or outside in the courtyard. The schedules given by directors were
invariably inaccurate: start and end times were rarely observed, and it was not uncommon for
volunteers to have to search for the grade they were to teach, or encounter another class in
their place.
Technological
Blue Sparrow requires the schools to provide a room to host the computers, thus every
school possesses a computer lab with desks and chairs. The quantities of OLPC laptops were
reported in Table 1. Overhead projectors are connected to a computer in each lab to project
media, and all schools have a sufficient power supply and adequate lighting. None of the
schools possessed designated ICT staff for technical support.
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Figure 1. Rural School computer lab

Rural School (Figure 1) has the smallest ratio of students to a computer: there are never
more than 10 in a computing class due to the school’s small size, and they sit at individually
assigned desktop computers. The local network on these desktops did not function properly
at the time of the study: students were unable to save documents, as files were wiped at the
end of a session. The school did not possess an active internet connection, though the director
intended to re-activate it shortly. Rural School teachers were not involved with the
computing classes, which were planned and led by volunteers.

Figure 2. Urban School computer lab
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In contrast, students in Urban School (Figure 2) were in groups of at least two, with most
averaging three to four per desktop computer. During the study, three of the desktops were
not working. The local network allowed students to save files to a specific computer, thus
student groups always sat at the same unofficially assigned spot. This school had an internet
connection, with acceptable connectivity: students were often simultaneously searching for
content on the internet, without significant delays. Urban School provided their EPT teacher
M. with a one-month accelerated course, and she assisted all of the computing classes.

Figure 3. Marginal Urban School computer lab

Due to large class sizes, Marginal Urban School (Figure 3) splits their classes so there is
an average of 20 students in the computer lab at any time. The local network allowed
students to save files to a specific computer; however students did not always sit at the same
spot for each class. This school also possessed an internet connection, though an entire row
of desktops was unable to access the internet for unidentified reasons. The quality of
connectivity was low, with connection speed slowing down significantly if too many
desktops were accessing the internet at once. At the time of the study, Marginal Urban
School was the only one with two appointed computing teachers, funded by the regional
government and trained to teach IT skills.
Section summary
The communities differed in terms of their socio-economic, organisational and
technological infrastructures, which are summarised in Table 2.
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Rural School

Urban School

Marginal Urban School

Socio-economic status

Very low

Low

Very low

Level of organisation

Very low

High

Low

Technology resources

Very few

Some

Some

Table 2. Summary of school infrastructural characteristics

4.3.

Blue Sparrow Stakeholders

The stakeholder groups impacted by the Blue Sparrow programme had different
expectations and requirements. The following section profiles the primary stakeholder groups
in the communities: Blue Sparrow representatives, volunteers, school directors, teachers,
students and their parents.
Blue Sparrow representatives
The Blue Sparrow organisation was created after one of the founders was involved with
orphanages in Lima, where 16 year-old orphans enter the world with little training and few
prospects. Having local contacts in the area, M. decided to focus Blue Sparrow’s work in the
more rural Andean communities near Huancayo. The organisation is active solely around this
city, and the representatives have developed specific knowledge of the area, from living
there. The representatives work closely with their partner communities and interact with
Andean community members daily. They are passionate and knowledgeable about Peruvian
culture, and respected by community members, evidenced by invitations to local
celebrations, or becoming godparent to a local child. They attend to communities’ specific
needs, implementing micro-finance schemes when schools are unable to fund associated
costs for the computer labs for instance.
Blue Sparrow volunteers
Blue Sparrow volunteers come from a mixed background, though many are long-term
travellers or university students. The volunteers commit to a minimum of one month. They
are expected to plan their own lessons and have an intermediate level of Spanish proficiency.
When they don’t speak Spanish very well, sometimes it doesn’t work. Of course, not excellent, just the
basics right? With the basics they can already communicate. – Urban Director

Volunteers in Marginal Urban and Urban Schools coordinated with teachers to determine
the topics to be covered. Volunteers in Rural School reported that teachers did not give them
guidance on how to structure their classes. All volunteers reported knowing little about how
much prior exposure students had to technology:
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I think it’s hard, organisational-wise, which is true for volunteers for any short amount of time, is that,
what have they learned, and what are they learning now? Like I know there was volunteers last year but
I’ve done the same basic programmes again, and they’ve all needed help. I know they were here last
year, it’s been at least a year but I don’t know much more than that. – Urban Volunteer T.

Several volunteers reported feeling overwhelmed or confused by the lack of organisation:
for instance, an Urban volunteer found the classes “daunting” due to not being able to rely on
the schedule or the teachers, while a Marginal Urban volunteer explained “it happens every
week that some classes aren’t coming [...] there is no organisation at all”. This lack of
organisation was seen as a barrier to teaching: a Marginal Urban volunteer stated they needed
“an organising force”.
The volunteers in Marginal Urban School tended to be more frustrated, and faced
difficulties in teaching the students, complaining that they didn’t really learn, weren’t
interested or did not respect the volunteers. Some felt “disillusioned” after noticing few
changes in the school, despite attempts to communicate with the teachers about certain
issues. The positive experiences in the other schools coincided with more welcoming
attitudes of the teachers towards volunteer presence:
And well on our part, the teachers, there’s no problem, they could come all the time and they’d be welcome. [The
students] as well would like to have that, sharing and learning…and on our side as well they are welcome
because it’s not for me but for [the students], and we learn from [the volunteers] as well. – Urban Director

School directors
The directors are appointed by the regional government, and typically commute from
Huancayo. The current director enforced his leadership through daily assembly speeches, and
by managing the micro-finance scheme and deciding how funds were used. In contrast, the
directors of Urban and Marginal Urban Schools delegated responsibilities and gave
autonomy to teachers in managing activities. Blue Sparrow representatives and parents
commented on differences in director “strengths”, implying variations in motivation and
engagement:
And so we’ve seen that happen, and so now we’re really looking forward to[Rural School] because they
have a stronger director who wants to utilise…and has experience using computers. – Blue Sparrow S.
And so the last director [of Marginal Urban School], the director that was dependent upon installation, was
amazing, really amazing. And then the director that came through right now, yeah he’s okay. He’s a mediator
more than anything. – Blue Sparrow S.

The directors believed technology was important, and an essential skill to teach
nowadays:
Someone who doesn’t know computing is illiterate nowadays. You need to know a language,
specifically English, and computing. – Rural Director
And there is much talk nowadays that in today’s world we should know computing. It’s like if we
didn’t know it we would be illiterate. And it has become necessary for us. – Urban Director
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The director of Rural School expected the programme to teach students more about the
hardware to equip them to deal with technical issues:
Because first they need to know what the motherboard is, how you fix a computer…Because it’s easy to write, paint,
chat, all those things, but afterwards…if the computer breaks down, if they don’t have technical knowledge they
don’t know anything. So, from the very first grade, know all the physical parts of the machine, identify what it is,
what type of memory it has and how much […] In 5th grade however they should already be learning about
programmes right? – Rural Director

In contrast, the director of Urban School expected students to develop their knowledge
through information access:
What’s missing a little is using more educational information, to relate…they progress quickly right? But this
needs to be improved. So that the content [they see] is useful. Many access culture…that isn’t useful,
meaningful, it’s trashy culture. – Urban Director

Directors in Urban and Rural Schools highlighted difficulties related to their lack of
resources: Urban director identified future objectives to get “more machines” for the
computer lab, “appropriate” furniture, and provide more training for the teachers. Rural
director stated that they needed a better “infrastructure” in terms of classrooms, training for
the teachers so they could “apply technology” and “teach and know how to use it
themselves”, as well as funding support from the regional government.
Teachers
Teachers in Peruvian schools have low salaries, and many hold afternoon jobs to
compensate for this. Generally, all teachers considered that technology was important and
necessary for teaching; however, teacher M. in Urban School was the only one to
systematically assist computing classes in the lab:
And working with the professor we’re with, she knows that it’s computer [class] and she’s there every time,
which, a lot of teachers when they know they don’t have to teach class they don’t come. So she comes which
is really cool, so the kids have that, like, continuity. Like oh this is this class with this teacher, and right now
the topic in this class is computers, but it’s not just like and now we have a different teacher, and who knows
how we’re grading? – Urban Volunteer T.

In Urban School, the teacher let the volunteers take charge after discussing the topics to
cover. A limitation identified by the teachers was the lack of “relation and continuity”
between volunteers; teacher M. stated volunteers occasionally “come and they don’t know
[what’s been done]”. They identified the need for a more systematic curriculum to be created.
The primary barrier reported by teachers was their lack of training: most felt that they did
not have the skills necessary to teach with computers. Many echoed the opinion that they
could not teach computing without receiving training themselves:
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Because the kids also need more. Because some already know how to use [the computers], and are better than us in
many respects, them with their curiosity they aren’t scared of anything, they just get on them and start learning. For
us it’s different, it scares us, we think I might break it […] afterwards on our part keep training as well, because it
shouldn’t necessarily only be for computing classes but also for us to teach our regular classes…Of course we have
books, sometimes we prefer to work here [in the classroom]…but that’s because we don’t know how to use the
computers very well ourselves. – Urban Director

Students
Students typically work outside of school hours, illustrating the reality of many children
in agricultural communities such as Pachachaca and Huancán. While the students in El
Tambo also help their parents, they are more likely to have free time and use technology for
leisure. They considered computers and the internet to be essential to learn, communicate,
and find information, and synonymous with advancement:
Yes, every day that technology is advancing it is getting better. Before students had to, to be able to do their
homework they still had to look in books. Now with the advancement of technology we have internet, cell
phones…Computers are [most important] because in them you can search for all topics, of everything and
literature as well. – Rural Student R.

Similarly, all believed that the computer lab was a positive development, one that marked
a change within their community that brought them to the level of others:
Yes [the students] used to move [to the city] and seeing the machines arrive, well we’re equal to the other
schools. [...]Well, we didn’t know, well actually we didn’t believe, we thought that nothing like that would every
happen around here in the school, a computer…and seeing that they arrived, I wanted to learn, and I did. –
Rural Student A.

Teachers had low expectations for students’ futures: they were pessimistic about the
options for students with less means and academic achievements than urban students, citing
difficult entry exams for universities and tuition fees as obstacles. Despite this, students
aspired to go to university, though most were unsure about the procedure to accomplish this:
What I get from when I ask the kids, is that they’re somewhat very broad, like I’m going to university, but they don’t
seem to know, and neither do I in this country, how you actually get into university, and that you need to like, work
on your academics and you have to go here. I’ve had some kids tell me like I wanna be a veterinarian, and I’m like
cool! How do you do that? And they’ve no idea, and they are very close to graduating…So it seems like they do have
a lot of the expectation that they’re going to go to university, which is more than I actually expected, that they are
headed towards that path, but I don’t think they get a lot of instruction, or help, because their parents haven’t been
to university. – Urban Volunteer T.

Students in Rural School expressed frustration about their access to the computer lab:
They always keep it closed, it should be more accessible. – Rural Student A.

Urban director stated that the students “expected to have volunteers” and enjoyed having
them teach:
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The presence of the volunteers, this also helps the kids. With other people, to relate and converse, it’s very
important this relationship because the kids take example from it, models […]. They say if it can be
done…we can do it. […] So they see appropriate models…and other people, who are confident, who talk to
them…they see foreigners, Americans, and now they have friends in the world. – Urban Director

Parents
The parents are subsistence farmers with little time or money to invest in their children,
but want them to have more opportunities. The school was an important asset to the
community, guaranteeing a better future for the next generation:
They will know something better, that we…well they can get a profession, learn. I feel very proud of the
community. The school opened four or five years ago. A child who doesn’t go to school now doesn’t know
anything, he’s lost. – Rural Parent T.

The number of students enrolled in a school was affected by the parents’ perception of
the quality of education, as they did not hesitate to send their children to schools closer to the
city to receive a “more serious” education:
Because sometimes [the parents] look at the deplorable, awful infrastructure we have, so they think that we
can’t offer a good education here and they bring their kids to the city. [...] But here we can offer the same,
because the teachers, we are all from Huancayo. And we offer the same education. – Rural Director

Computer labs created a rise in enrolment: though parents did not see much use in
learning computing themselves, they considered it “useful for the children”, or “valuable for
the children to be able to learn more before leaving here” (Rural parent T.). Indeed, they
were excited about them:
Ah [the parents] want more computing. They are very enthusiastic for this, yes. They would like us to give
[their children] more hours of computing classes. […] The parents are desperate for their kids to learn
computers.[…] For example, many parents know that we have a little computer lab, and we’ve received a
huge demand from parents to enrol [their children]. – Urban Director

4.4.

OLPC Stakeholders

The following section considers the stakeholder groups impacted by the OLPC
programme in these communities. Brief accounts are provided of the following stakeholder
groups: OLPC representatives, the Peruvian government, the schools, and Blue Sparrow.
OLPC representatives
OLPC’s stated aim is to “empower the world’s poorest children through education” by
providing one laptop for every child in the world (OLPC, n.d.) to enable children to “take
charge of their own learning”:
We are constructionists and believe in learning by doing. – Negroponte (2006)
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Making videos, communicating, creating their own programmes, our children will take charge of
knowledge. I believe that having the individual computers--each child owns a computer and has it
all the time--is the only way we can empower really learner-centered learning. – Papert (2006)

The representatives consider that these computers will allow children to learn in the
absence of adequate educational infrastructure and teaching:
In the end, they will teach themselves. They'll teach one another. There are many millions, tens of millions
of people in the world who bought computers and learned how to use them without anybody teaching them.
I have confidence in kids' ability to learn. – Papert (2006)

What the computer does is to make it possible for natural learning, which really means learning without teaching,
without being taught, to be extended [exposed] to a much greater range of knowledge. - Papert (2006)

The organisation states that they adhere to several principles, including: students own a
laptop, and are connected to the internet, (OLPC, 2013).
I think this project is different from all the other large scale projects on bringing technology to the developing
world. The reason is that the technology will be in the hands of children--in the hands of people who want to
learn to use it for their own benefit. - Papert (2006)

OLPC privilege working with federal governments and do not plan to go through other
stakeholders (Negroponte, 2006). Indeed, reports indicate that OLPC may have bypassed
relevant groups in Peru, such as the national teacher’s union, relying on the support of the
national and regional governments (Hansen, 2008; in Kraemer et al., 2009).
Schools

Figure 4. Laptop donated by Regional Government of Junín
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The schools considered themselves laptop owners rather than the students. The laptops’
placement in sealed boxes in two of the schools (Figures 5 and 6), supported reports of nonuse over the past year. Directors commented that teachers had attempted to use them in the
past before abandoning them, in line with findings from evaluations reporting a decline in
use, and low levels of interest after the first months of implementation (Santiago et al., 2010;
Warschauer et al., 2011).

Figure 5. Laptops in Rural School

Comment [PM1]: Delete all s

The laptops were only observed in use once, in Rural School at the researcher’s initiative:
they possessed technical limitations, including touchpad mice that were difficult to control
and screen problems that were in line with reported usability issues (Warschauer & Ames,
2010; Yeh, Gregory, & Ritter, 2010). The director however considered the laptops to be
useful to conduct “administrative work” and for students on “field trips”. The laptops were
not in use in this school:
For example the little [OLPC laptops] are kept here, because there isn’t enough space. Because they should
also be used right? They should be used. There’s an economic, human, loss…these machines, need to be used.
Whatever material comes, should be used and worked with. It’s not the case, we aren’t doing anything. –
Rural Director
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Figure 6. Laptops in Urban School

Similarly, the laptops were never used in Urban School. The director cited multiple
reasons for this:
We practically don’t use them, for several reasons. One is that we don’t know them well, they say it’s Linux I
think. There was [training] but the teacher couldn’t attend I think […]. And the other is that because we have
the big machines, we prefer them because it’s easier, they are already installed. And a little bit as well that
each [laptop] needs to be connected to a source of energy. And the other thing, they make us a bit nervous!
Because the kids are playful, mischievous…they might fall or break… - Urban Director

Urban teacher M. mentioned that she could not use them as she lacked the “code” to use
them, highlighting a lack of awareness of how the laptops worked. None of the teachers
received training on how to incorporate them in the classroom. Only 7% of teachers report
receiving pedagogical support for OLPC in Peruvian schools (Santiago et al., 2010).
Teachers at Urban School saw limited utility in these “small machines” compared with the
more powerful and functional desktops:
Anyways they learn more here [in the computer lab] because they get on the internet directly, in their
programmes. – Urban Teacher M.

Teachers were also worried about liability should laptops be damaged or stolen. The
directors refused to let students take them home, echoing the concerns reported in other
evaluations (Santiago et al., 2010).
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Figure 7. Laptops in Marginal Urban School

A volunteer at Marginal Urban School (Figure 7) tried to encourage laptop use and
enable students to sign them out and take them home: the director tentatively agreed to this
initiative provided Blue Sparrow would accept responsibility for damages.
Blue Sparrow
Blue Sparrow representatives were supportive of initiatives to use the laptops in the
schools, seeing laptop use as complementary to the computer labs in providing increased
technology exposure to students. They wanted to facilitate their use despite concerns for
liability and damages:
Even if half end up broken, at least it means they’re being used. – Blue Sparrow M.

4.5.

Technology Use in Schools

This section presents an overview of how Blue Sparrow computers were used in the three
schools, focusing on the students’ prior exposure to technology, and how the students and
teachers used the desktop computers in the classroom.
Exposure to technology
In Rural School, students’ lack of exposure to computers outside of the classroom meant
they were less likely to know how to use the computers in ways not explicitly taught by
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volunteers. Most students in Urban School had regular access to technology outside of class
time. They were confident using the internet, and displayed familiarity with social media,
with most owning Facebook and email accounts. While some displayed familiarity with
technology, others were complete novices with the computers:
They learn quickly, they use Facebook, they know how to download music, to incorporate social
networks. – Urban Director
I was surprised in both directions at the level that they had, like some kids you tell them to open up the
programmes and what you’re gonna do and they just are all over it, and some kids don’t know where the
symbols are on the keyboard and they don’t know how to find the programmes to open them. So yeah, it’s
definitely, you just have a wide range. – Urban Volunteer T.

A variety of levels was also evident in Marginal Urban School, where volunteers and
Blue Sparrow spoke of a “technology gap”; many of the older 5th grade students were
learning basic computing skills, such as how to use a mouse and keyboard, at the same time
as the younger 1st graders,.
Student use
The activities conducted on the desktop computers involved three principal Microsoft
Office programs: Word, Excel and PowerPoint. Activities incorporated the creation and
editing of a document in one of the MS programs, complemented by searching for content
online, or offline in Rural School.
So [Blue Sparrow] really give you guidelines, like here’s, like we’re gonna do Word, PowerPoint,
Excel and then beyond this, this is the things you could do. – Urban Volunteer T.

The activities were shaped by Blue Sparrow suggestions. Some teachers also mentioned
that these were the basics to learn:
And [the volunteers] guide the basics that are using Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and how to organise the information,
how to download information…for one thing it’s those programmes, and a little bit as well about using the internet,
finding information, they are starting with the basics, that’s the basics. – Urban Director

Teacher use
In Rural School, teachers were never observed using the computer lab. Neither
computing teacher in Marginal Urban used the computer lab, using regular classrooms to
teach theory. In Urban School, the computer teacher used the lab for classes, and other
teachers actively engaged with the computer lab as well:
What’s more the 3rd to 5th graders go to the [computer] lab to work with the other teachers. With other
teachers they use them. They already know how to use them, they’ve learnt the basics, and they are also a
little bit more careful about things. – Urban Director
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This lack of use has been reported in the context of other computer lab studies (Cuban et
al., 2001; Warschauer, 2003); it was consistent with teachers’ lack of ease using computers,
and their reported lack of training mentioned in the OLPC Stakeholders Section.

4.6.

Summary

The three schools varied in terms of socio-economic status, organisational structure, and
technological resources. In addition, a variety of stakeholder backgrounds and expectations
existed with regards to the Blue Sparrow programme: stakeholder groups held competing
demands and expectations for the technology. Similarly, stakeholders held differing
expectations and visions of the OLPC programme, with most end-users evidencing a very
different vision to the one originally put forth by the organisation. The technology use in
these communities was very similar, despite variation in familiarity and skill level observed
in the classrooms. Both of the eTIPs exist within complex community contexts, and Chapter
5 will analyse the ways in which Blue Sparrow and OLPC addressed these in their
implementation processes.
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CHAPTER 5.
5.1.

PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATIONS

Overview

Blue Sparrow and OLPC have differing approaches to technology implementations.
These will be compared and contrasted, in terms of their strengths and weaknesses with
respect to overall programme success. Section 5.2 analyses the programme approaches.
Section 5.3 examines how the programmes facilitated long-term use. Section 5.4 analyses
their educational impact. Section 5.5 considers how stakeholders were involved, and section
5.6 summarises the Chapter.

5.2.

Programme Approach

Blue Sparrow and OLPC adopted varying approaches to their programme
implementation, in terms of the local knowledge they incorporated, type of process, and use
of locals to champion the technology.
Local knowledge
Blue Sparrow’s approach builds on their knowledge of the communities and Peruvian
culture. They have built ties with community members: they regularly spend time in people’s
homes, “having lunch and sharing personal struggles”. These relationships help Blue
Sparrow keep in touch with local practices and concerns about day-to-day activities such as
farming. Their understanding of local contexts is particularly valuable when it comes to
tailoring the programme to a specific community’s needs and expectations.
For instance, Blue Sparrow knew the price of an internet connection from previous
experience working in Lima, and knew that Rural School would not be able to sustain this
cost. They set about finding appropriate way to enable the community to fund their internet
access. Guinea pig husbandry was determined as the solution most suited to the community’s
capacities. As representative M. explained, they were a more lucrative product due to their
status as a “prized meat”, and “everybody already knows a bit about them” in these rural
communities, ensuring community members would have knowledge and resources necessary
for tending to the animals. They were able to adapt their program to suit the communities’
economic needs, in the context of each community’s particular capabilities.
In contrast, OLPC’s approach did not display any knowledge of the specific communities
studied: representatives never approached any of the schools, who received the laptops from
an intermediary. The organisation failed to consider some of the specific contexts which
would affect programme suitability. For instance, by expecting students to own the laptops in
these communities, they would have placed unsuitable demands on their families to keep the
laptops in working condition, whether from their lack of motivation, expertise, or funds
(Warschauer et al., 2011).
As Shah (2011) points out, “people expect the laptops to bring changes and to empower
the children” but these changes are not possible without careful integration into the context
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and customs of the recipient communities. OLPC’s global scale may limit its knowledge and
understanding of the specific local contexts of implementation, while Blue Sparrow benefits
from richer knowledge and understanding of their partner communities.
Type of technology
Both of the organisations saw computers as valuable repositories of information; Blue
Sparrow representative M. considered that “computers are up-to-date libraries”, and OLPC
articulated a similar view:
One of the things […] is that we can put a hundred books, without even touching the memory of the laptop, on a
laptop. So you have a hundred books on a laptop. People say "That's interesting." But if you ship a hundred laptops
into a village where people don't necessarily consider - which is absolutely crucial - each laptop can hold a hundred
different books. That means the village has 10,000 books. - Negroponte (2009)

However, OLPC privileged distribution of laptops over computer labs in schools, due to
their potential for a wider reach through use outside of schools:
You can put a computer in a classroom, you can build a computer lab, but that's infinitesimal, that is just a minor
change. That is not a deep fundamental change. [...] school is just one piece of it. - Negroponte (2009)

Though potentially presenting advantages in terms of increased student use of the
technology, the laptops were not entirely suited to the socio-economic and technological
infrastructures in these communities. On one hand, the laptops’ maintenance posed a problem
for community members, besides creating unsuitable expectations for families to maintain
them: as they were custom-made for OLPC, their parts prove expensive or impossible to
replace locally (Warschauer & Ames, 2010). Desktop computers are significantly cheaper
and easier to maintain, due to the presence of IT-trained individuals in the city, and spare
parts in abundance on the marketplace.
In addition, OLPC did not consider certain infrastructural limitations which would hinder
laptop use: while the schools possessed power sources, families did not necessarily have
these at home, which would prevent students from charging the laptops effectively
(Warschauer & Ames, 2010). Laptops were also considered an item of value in these
contexts, which is why teachers were concerned with liability: distributing them to students
may have caused them or their families to become targets for thieves. Overall laptops or
‘one-to-one’ computers are a considerably more expensive technology compared with a
computer lab model, particularly one that uses refurbished desktop computers (Patra, Pal,
Nedevschi, Plauche & Pawar, 2007; Streicher-Porte et al., 2009)
Finally, some researchers argue the one-to-one computing model may not take into
consideration existing cultural practices, which see many users in developing contexts
sharing or collaboratively using technology, as evident in our observation (Patra et al., 2007).
Additionally, reports suggest parents in similar rural contexts may prefer their children to use
computers under guidance and supervision of teachers, becoming concerned where children
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can access devices without teachers, as would be the case with the laptops (Patra et al., 2007;
Warschauer, 2004).
OLPC did not take into account socio-economic or cultural realities in these
communities. In support of this, reports suggest the Peruvian government has moved away
from the one-to-one model in favour of providing a number of laptops to be hosted by
schools in a Technology Resource Centre, to be accessed on a rotational basis by students
much like a low-cost computer lab: this would better fit the communities’ infrastructural
characteristics (Warschauer & Ames, 2010). Identifying the “appropriate ICT” to provide to
developing and rural contexts has been identified as an important criterion if projects are to
be successful in the long-term (bridges.org, n.d.; in Maunder et al., 2006).
Process
Blue Sparrow was built from the ground up, emerging from dialog with the original
partner Rural School. Representative M. recalled trying to collaboratively “figure out” how
they could better the school during parent meetings, and ultimately make the computer labs
happen. By enabling locally-driven solutions with the collaboration of some of the primary
stakeholders involved, organisations can maximise long-term adoption by stakeholders
(Camfield et al., 2007).
The organisation initially conducts site visits with potential partners, and talks to
directors to get a sense of the school background and specific profile. By stating that they
“partner” with the communities, Blue Sparrow representatives position themselves in a bidirectional relationship on an equal footing: the representatives gradually build a relationship
with the community over time, sometimes up to six months beforehand. They discuss project
implementation and coordinate with community members throughout:
Let’s say, if the [volunteers] come for two months, then [Blue Sparrow] coordinate with us, with the teacher who’s
going to get them, who they will be with, well and basically the [Blue Sparrow representative] visits, I think, the
families, how the volunteer will be installed.– Urban Director

Representative M. stays in close contact with the schools during the initial few months to
“look for places where they’re struggling and where [they] can offer additional and useful
support”. Though adopting a general process with all partner communities, the organisation
is flexible in the way that they adapt this process to cater to different community needs. For
instance, certain schools have made specific demands:
Yes, we’ve seen from experience, when the volunteers stay longer, they start knowing and working […] also they
start to plan their time, there’s more stability. Two, three, four months…for example with three or four months
it’s better right. In one month, there’s hardly time to adapt. – Urban Director

Blue Sparrow’s process allows them to adapt the programme to these evolving
requirements. The relationship with the community allows them to pinpoint situations that
create difficulties, and learn from any areas of failure or tensions with a community, reassessing community needs as they evolve and adapting themselves accordingly (Walton &
Heeks, 2011).
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In contrast, OLPC seems to incorporate a more traditional top-down process led by the
“digital utopianism” of its leaders who resolutely believe that access to the laptops is what
these communities need (Camfield et al., 2007; Warschauer & Ames, 2010). The
organisation’s representatives have refused to conduct pilot projects in the past, stating that
the positive impact of the laptops is not something that needs to be tested (Negroponte,
2006). The beneficiaries in these communities were not consulted by OLPC about the
technology they wanted, the best way to introduce it, or whether they had the necessary
resources. Indeed most of the teachers failed to see “the point” in the laptops. This top-down
process did not consider the most needed or appropriate solution for the specific context of
implementation.
In addition, OLPC’s global “one-size-fits-all” process may entail a lack of flexibility in
the way they work with all of their buyer countries (Camfield et al., 2007). Camfield and
colleagues point out that OLPC’s approach limits the organisation’s ability to adapt to local
contexts, and effectively promote change within the communities: “ultimately, the larger and
more uniform an approach is […] the less likely it will be in successfully changing social
infrastructures and local institutions, thereby achieving long-term transformational
development” (p. 3).
Using local champions
Blue Sparrow’s implementation process allows them to work closely with a member of
the community, typically the school director, as a “champion” who grants access to the
schools and facilitates the project (Taylor et al., 2013). In these rural villages, the school
director is a prominent figure, giving his or her opinion public visibility and sway within the
community. The director’s contribution to the success of the project is apparent in all partner
communities: as a key figure in the social landscape of a rural community, if the school
director does not support the project then it will falter:
And so it’s hard to know, the factors that make a school successful sometimes too, because we’ve seen a lot of it
be commissioned by the director basically. If the director can light the fire, then the teachers will follow, because
they’re responsible to the director and if the teachers can get on board then the kids will follow, ‘cause they’re
responsible to…the chain of command. – Blue Sparrow S.
The director seems to be the most key relationship in making the programme work. He or she has influence over
the teachers and the general mood of the school. Directors have made scheduling changes on our behalf, opened
up curriculum to our suggestions, and encouraged teachers to incorporate volunteers or make other changes so
that Conectados can be more successful. Likewise a neutral or hostile director can ruin all of those things and
cause us to lose access and face aggression from the teachers. – Blue Sparrow M.

Indeed, difficulties with Rural School stemmed from the previous director’s loss of
enthusiasm. The director’s support appears to be a pivotal element of the Conectados project;
there is a correlation with a director’s commitment and computer lab usage, coordination
with Blue Sparrow, success of the micro-finance scheme, and volunteer satisfaction.
The directors became ‘local champions’ of the project when they supported and enabled
it: being in a position of authority, they could set the example and promote technology use
and acceptance. Committed directors who championed the project, as in Urban and Rural
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Schools, were crucial to its adoption and long-term use by other community members. In
contrast, none of the directors felt particularly committed to the OLPC project, nor did they
advance or promote it particularly within the schools. On the contrary, safe-keeping the
laptops in sealed boxes seemed to dissuade potential users. In this way, they acted as
technology “gatekeepers”, impeding its use by the students (Warschauer, 2003). The
importance of involving local leaders who can ‘champion’ a project has been reported
elsewhere, and might significantly affect the ultimate level of success in ICT projects
(Schafft, Alter & Bridger, 2006; Warschauer, 2004).
Section summary
Overall Blue Sparrow’s approach has been more successful than OLPC’s in the studied
communities. Informed by their knowledge of the local context, Blue Sparrow are able to
effectively tailor their programme to community requirements. In addition, the technology
implemented appears to be more suited to these communities’ socio-economic and cultural
contexts than OLPC’s laptops.
By working with communities to develop and tailor their programme, Blue Sparrow
adopts a more bottom-up implementation that allows them to be flexible in adapting to
stakeholder needs. In contrast, OLPC’s top-down use of laptops fails to consider stakeholder
needs. Finally, through the school directors’ championing of their technology, Blue Sparrow
benefit from increased visibility and engagement within the communities, which helps ensure
the technology is adopted and integrated in the schools.

5.3.

Long-term Use

This section investigates the types of resources provided by each programme to facilitate
long-term technology use: the funding structure, training and other resources provided will
be covered.
Funding structure
Blue Sparrow has initiated micro-finance schemes in Rural School, where the students
are breeding guinea pigs, and Urban School, where students bake and sell cakes. Blue
Sparrow helps the initial start-up of the scheme through micro-loans, but they are not
involved in managing it afterwards, and let the communities decide what the funding will be
used for. At the time of the study, neither of these schemes was funding the internet
connection: the director of Rural School intended to start selling guinea pigs soon to renew
the internet connection. In Urban School, any profit made was used to repay the micro-loan,
with the money left over going towards buying new ingredients, though teachers expected to
finance the internet connection as soon as the loan was repaid.
However, both schemes became important as stand-alone learning experiences and were
formally integrated into the school curriculums:
As long as there are resources, it’s mainly for them to learn, they maintain it, they see how it all
works. In the specifics, I’m not that concerned whether there is money or not. It’s more about their
experience. – Urban Director
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So, until we incorporate computers into EPT, we make do with what we have. Breeding small animals. This
has its curriculum that we have to teach. […] For example in the beginning they need to identify the different
varieties of guinea pigs, gender, all that. Second grade, something else, pasture. – Rural Director

Despite not actively funding expenses linked to the computer labs, these schemes allowed
the schools to be autonomous in running micro-finance and educational projects: students
gained experience running and managing a small business. The formal integration into the
curriculum ensured the long-term sustainability of these ventures, and offered funding
opportunities for any expenses related to the computers. These schemes would benefit from
being further linked to the computer labs, as they provide a basis to learn to use computer
skills for microfinance management.
Training local people
Providing training has been considered an essential aspect of TIPs, enabling the users to
understand the technology and be able to use it effectively (Hawkins, 2002; Maunder et al.,
2006). At the time of the study, three teachers had received training in computing skills: the
EPT teacher in Urban School, and two computing teachers in Marginal Urban School. This
training was provided independently of Blue Sparrow, and funded by the schools or regional
government. Teachers identified lack of training, both technical and pedagogical, as major
barriers to the integration of computers. Even in the case of technological proficiency,
teachers expressed a need for further support in using the computers as educational tools in
the classroom.
Though Blue Sparrow attempted to provide training to teachers in Rural School, the
training schemes were unsuccessful, as teachers repeatedly failed to show up for the sessions.
Whether due to the economic constraints in their lives (e.g. afternoon jobs) or a lack of
motivation to complete extra work without incentive, the teachers were unable or unwilling
to complete training. Similarly, a major reason cited for non-use of OLPC’s laptops has been
a lack of training, and lack of familiarity with the interface (Camfield et al., 2007; Cervantes
et al., 2011; Warschauer et al., 2011). Though training was apparently provided at the time of
the technology deployment, none of the teachers were able to attend these sessions: they had
no free time to attend, and were loath to give up several hours’ worth of salary to attend the
training.
A lack of teacher motivation, potentially related to an increased desire for migration to
the city, has been observed in many rural communities. Mitra and colleagues hypothesised
that teachers’ motivation might be the most important factor in determining academic
achievement in schools (Mitra, Dangwal & Thadani, 2008). Providing incentivised training
to teachers during normal school hours might help overcome any of the socio-economic
barriers present, as well as motivate teachers by providing career enhancing opportunities.
More broadly, developing local capacities and an understanding of ICTs have been identified
as essential to effective ICT use and integration (Maunder et al., 2006).
Other resources
Warschauer (2003) notes that providing computers and even the internet are only one
subset of a wider range of resources that need to be provided to eTIPs. Blue Sparrow
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provides additional resources, in the form of technical support and volunteers, to facilitate
and maintain computer lab use. The volunteer component of the programme provides
teaching assistance, facilitating integration of the technology into classroom activities. This
facilitation may go a long way towards ensuring the desktop computers are actually used in
schools:
If we didn't facilitate [the computers], they might end up like the [OLPC] laptops. – Blue Sparrow S.

By checking in regularly with each school, representatives are also able to identify and
resolve technical issues: though the donated computers are officially owned by the schools
after the first year and become their responsibility to maintain, a representative explained that
the schools usually relied on Blue Sparrow to deal with any technical issues. In contrast,
OLPC has not particularly resources to help these communities implement laptop use: no
technical support has been provided. Furthermore, OLPC representatives consider that the
children are capable of doing their own “tech support”:
I believe in "Kid Power." Our education systems underestimate kids. It INFANTILIZES [sic] them by assuming
they are incompetent. An eight-year old is capable of doing 90% of tech support and a 12 year old 100%. And
this is not exploiting the children: it is giving them a powerful learning experience. - Papert (2006)

While this may be true in theory, Warschauer & Ames (2010) point out that the reality of
many OLPC deployments sees large numbers of laptops go unrepaired, ultimately to the
detriment of student use. Long-term technical support seems critical to ensure continued
technology use and avoid technology sitting unused.
Section summary
By providing potential funding structures for associated costs of the computer labs, Blue
Sparrow may help ensure long-term technology use. Though these micro-finance schemes
were not funding the internet connections at the time of the study, they presented potential
for future funding when schools required it. In contrast, OLPC makes no provision for any
potential expenses the technologies might require for maintained use, relying on governments
to provide the required funding.
Neither of the programmes succeeded in providing training to stakeholders: teacher
training was either inadequate or unsuitable for the teachers’ needs. This might significantly
limit long-term integration of the technologies in the schools, as teachers might become
unwilling or unable to adopt the technology in the classroom.
While unable to provide training, Blue Sparrow helps ensure the continued use of their
computer labs through the provision of long-term technical maintenance and support, and the
placement of volunteers to assist or lead computing classes. In contrast, OLPC’s lack of
provision of these types of resources may significantly hinder laptop use: in the absence of
training, no stakeholders used any of the laptops after the first few months of
implementation.
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5.4.

Educational Impact

The educational impacts of the different programmes will be evaluated in this section, in
terms of the educational focus, teaching style and group dynamics promoted by each of the
programmes.
Educational focus
The technology usage observed was focused on teaching computer skills for their own
sake, rather than integrating them within other educational aims. Teachers described
objectives as teaching the students to open and use the programs, without focusing on
learning content. Using the computers primarily entailed “low levels” of use, such as typing,
or doing an Internet search according to a set target (c.f. Cuban et al., 2001). In one case,
Rural teacher M. asked students to perform a search on “natural resources”: students typed
the phrase into Google and copied and pasted content from the first links, with one even
copying 64 pages of content, without assessing its relevance. The teacher prioritised activity
completion, paying little attention to the coherence of the information gathered.
This practice resembles the examples of ‘performativity’ described by Warschauer and
colleagues (2004), where teachers tick off “checklists of skills” without attending to deeper
issues of knowledge construction or information literacy. Volunteers and Blue Sparrow were
aware of this limitation:
They’re definitely not practicing good information searching, but at least they’re using Word. –
Urban Volunteer A.

Volunteers felt students were not learning deeper skills relating to “information
reasoning”, or identifying, accessing, understanding and contextualising reliable sources of
information (Hawkins, 2002). Blue Sparrow representatives expressed an awareness of the
importance of integrating technology use into over-arching educational aims:
It’s not about using the technology, it’s about using it in an effective way. – Blue Sparrow M.

Despite this awareness, activities trying to incorporate higher educational objectives
tended to be less successful in the classroom. The “performativity” may have been warranted
by the level of computing: where students possessed less technology exposure and familiarity
with the programs, it may have been premature to focus on deeper educational objectives,
such as identifying appropriate sources of information and constructing coherent arguments:
And projects that didn’t work is when you realize you put way too many new elements in…we did try and do an
exercise [...] but it was too many new skills, because they’re not good at looking on the internet, not very good
at deciphering data…and so that was overwhelming so we changed that one. We also did one in Word that was
like describing a place and that one was also too hard, ‘cause they went to present, like, Japan, and they’d be
like [...] all the girls are hot…is that a fact about Japan? So that was really hard to like decipher, is trying to
teach too many things. You need to learn about searching on the internet, and then do that. – Urban Volunteer
T.
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The only situations in which students seemed to be learning about content at the same
time as using the technology was when non-computing teachers occasionally used the
computer lab to teach their classes in Urban School:
Sometimes for example, the professor will set a topic, and the kids read, create their PowerPoint, and present.
Also, sometimes the professor prepares the class and works with slides with the projector [...]. [The students] are
also developing their knowledge. They are learning, to use [the computers] at the same time as developing their
knowledge. Doing both at the same time. – Urban Director

Acquiring computing skills, while useful, should not be an end in itself, but rather
accompany over-arching learning goals (Hawkins, 2002; Warschauer et al., 2004). Hawkins
(2002) points out that computing holds little value as a “stand-alone subject”, and should
instead be integrated into the wider curriculum as an educational tool to access and structure
knowledge. The strengthening of teaching skills and development of more integrated
curriculums, applying technology use to subject teaching, would help the computer labs
become an environment in which students can develop their critical thinking skills and
information-seeking behaviours.
Teaching style
Like many developing countries, the dominant teaching approach in Peru is “highly
structured” and primarily instructive in nature (Patra et al., 2007). Observation and reports
from stakeholders confirmed this:
Copying is the primary method of teaching. – Urban Volunteer T.
[There is no] critical thinking, reading, or writing beyond copying what the teacher
writes. – Blue Sparrow M.

For instance, Urban teacher M. graded students at the end of each class on what they had
copied into their notebooks (e.g. an Excel-generated graph, hand-drawn in the notebook). She
stated that the students needed to copy otherwise the work would “only be in the computer
and nothing else”.
The volunteers tried to incorporate more creative and exploratory styles of teaching,
however the students struggled with these: they tended to be hesitant in generating their own
content. Urban volunteer T. highlighted that the teachers “get angry so fast at things” when
students did not exactly copy a desired output: creating a reluctance to do anything other than
what they were shown by teachers. In contrast, unsupervised students, or in the sole presence
of volunteers, may feel less shame or fear in making mistakes or not creating the exact same
output (c.f. Dangwal & Kapur, 2008).
Urban Volunteer T. explained this in terms of differences in “the meaning of grades and
progress”: the teacher “doesn’t know what [we] are looking for and skills to build”. The
prevalent instructive teaching style may pose a significant barrier to the meaningful
integration of technology in the classroom:
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Teachers, especially those stuck in old and repetitive processes, can just kill [the programme]. […] Computers open
up a world of independent exploration and critical thinking, but it can also be locked down to a watch and repeat
series of steps. We’re trying to test whether this could be just in the form of providing a more modern dynamic
curriculum to the standard teachers, or if we need to spend time with them in professional development and talk about
new methods, or if it’s best to just bring in volunteers who are already familiar and comfortable with creative,
independent classroom styles. – Blue Sparrow M. and S.

Reports of OLPC laptop use similarly suggest they were primarily used to “transcribe
texts from notebooks”, illustrating a use anchored in the prevalent instructive teaching
practice where students copy from a model (Santiago et al., 2010). Students also considered
the Blue Sparrow computers to be like “notebooks” and simply a new medium to copy
information into:
There you do whatever function you like, you don’t have to write with pen and paper any more. It’s no
longer with pen and paper. – Student R.
There’s Microsoft, also to draw there’s Paint. Of course it’s better than a notebook, than writing it out. –
Student A.

Ultimately, the value in classroom technologies lies in how they are used: if the
computers are simply integrated into existing traditional teaching practices, and used as an
alternative method of inputting information, they are unlikely to become ‘catalysts’ for
change (Santiago et al., 2010). As Cuban and colleagues (2001) suggest computers in
themselves do not change the quality of education; in order for them to be incorporated more
effectively into the classroom and have educational impacts, they should be accompanied by
deep-seated changes in teaching practice.
Group dynamics
The different layouts of the computer labs affected group dynamics: in Urban School, the
students used the computers in groups of two to four students, having formed unofficial
groups for each computer. Various elements seemed to promote learning in this school: by
observing neighbouring groups’ processes, students could measure their own progress, and
view solutions to problems. Students actively and passively exchanged information during an
activity: some talked to their neighbours, or walked over to another groups’ station to ask for
help. In this collaborative manner many were able to resolve their own issues before any
teacher or volunteer intervention was required:
I know [group work] is a good impact for some kids, [...] some kids are kind of working together, they
can do things together and talk through the projects, which I think is really good. It forces them to have a
little more creativity, not forces but it breeds a little more creativity, which is nice, so that they can bounce
ideas off each other, and then they can use the person next to them ‘cause it’s not just like one person’s
here and one person’s here. – Urban Volunteer T.

One student in each group would typically be in control of the mouse, similar to the
“alpha children” described by Patra and colleagues (2007) or “leaders” identified by
Dangwal & Kapur (2008). Students on the periphery of the mouse controller, or “observers”,
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typically alternated between observation and participation in the activity, and occasionally
walked over to another group, before reporting back. Some research suggests students may
learn from other, more knowledgeable students in this manner, from observing them
interacting with the technology (Dangwal & Kapur, 2008; Patra et al., 2007). However this
may hinder the advancement of some of the weaker students (Patra et al., 2007):
What I’m not sure about, is kids that do not know very much...do they just get taken over and then they
never learn? [...] but at the same time those kids who may not know very much are shown a lot, so maybe
they don’t remember exactly how to Save, but they know you can Save. – Urban Volunteer T.

Observation of computer usage during after-school club in Marginal Urban School
supported the fact that students enjoyed sharing and exchanging technology usage, and
tended to group together to observe a user; they would partake in another user’s experience
of playing a game for example, commenting on strategy or laughing, despite the availability
of free computers. This is consistent with findings from the Hole-in-the-wall studies, which
observed unguided use of PCs, and found students naturally grouping together around the
computers (Dangwal & Kapur, 2008).
Observations of laptop use in schools anecdotally report group activities, with students
learning from seeing a peer perform an operation (Lei & Zhao, 2008). Similarly, observation
of OLPC laptop use by Hourcade and colleagues in a pilot Uruguayan community reported
that small crowds of students naturally tended to form around the laptops, and “knowledge
about how to do something or how to access content would quickly spread throughout the
classroom” (2008; p. 2508).
In contrast, single computer usage was possible in the two other schools, and teachers and
volunteers tended to insist on individual completion of tasks on the desktop computers.
Considering research suggests collaboration is beneficial for students to progress to new
activities they would not be able to complete alone (Mitra & Rana, 2001; Vygotsky, 1962; in
Warschauer, 1997), enforcing single computer usage might detract from the advantages of
collaborative learning. However, care should be taken to ensure collaboration is helpful and
suited to all abilities, to avoid novice users being distanced by more advanced peers.
Section summary
Blue Sparrow did not present a clear educational impact of the computers: the focus on
computing skills as a goal might limit the overall value of the program for the students.
Additionally, prevalent instructive teaching style of local teachers may limit the value of
computers in the classroom. The programme facilitated collaborative learning in one of the
schools, and might benefit from incorporating this into their computer lab structure. OLPC
showed no educational impact due to laptop non-use in these communities.

5.5.

Involving Stakeholders

Blue Sparrow and OLPC showed differences in the extent to which they involved
stakeholders and addressed their expectations of the programme. This section analyses the
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ways in which these eTIPs defined their programme goals, addressed varying stakeholder
expectations, and empowered communities.
Defining goals
An important consideration for the programmes was defining the concept of development
or progress, and by that means, clearly stating end-goals for a successful TIP. Heeks (2002)
points out the subjectivity of categorising success and failure in such projects, as well as its
variability in time, and indeed all the stakeholders were hard-pressed to describe a clear
vision of project success. When asked which of the schools were considered successful in the
programme, and what criteria were being used for success, Blue Sparrow representative S.
struggled to define what success “look[ed] like”:
The only one where we’ve seen it- we haven’t really seen it be successful except for Huancán […] the
difference is that Huancán has a computing class, specifically where these teachers teach computers. […] I
would say probably Huancán is the most successful just because they have the teachers to back that up and
to support [the programme]…because of the size of the school. – Blue Sparrow S.

Similarly, none of the stakeholders described a clear vision of project success,
characterised in terms of achieving targets or specific objectives to reach. School directors
tended to characterise project success in broad terms relating to overall computer usage:
At least most of the project has taken shape…all the basic objectives yes they’re helping. Of course, successful…that
implies that the kids as well, and the parents work together. And also on our part, the teachers, that we make better
use, and have better strategies of course. But yes it has been getting better, the kids’ expectations are getting
realised. – Urban Director

Evaluations of the OLPC programme also point to a lack of clarity concerning the criteria
used to measure success: whether it is in terms of general laptop use, educational impacts or
other types of impact on the communities (Nugroho & Londsale, 2009). As Sambivasan and
colleagues (2009) note, it is important to understand the notion of development held by the
target community: what their ideas and concepts of progress or success look like, which can
help shape a projects’ objectives.
Most importantly, asking a community what they need and want can help avoid the
tendency to implement solutions based on an external understanding of what they need
(Rogers & Marsden, 2013). Blue Sparrow and OLPC would benefit from more clearly
elaborating an end-vision of project success with their partner communities, which can
continually be re-assessed and evolve to guide project development.
Stakeholder expectations
Interacting with the stakeholder groups demonstrated the variety of visions and
expectations surrounding the Blue Sparrow project. The implementation seemed driven by
Blue Sparrow and the school directors’ visions regarding programme structure: by
facilitating their participation, the organisation partially fulfils Walton & Heeks’ (2011)
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recommendation to incorporate participation of intended end-users. Teachers’ expectations
were addressed to a certain extent, in cases where they coordinated with Blue Sparrow to
decide class structure and organisation. An area of tension in Marginal Urban School
concerning volunteer presence highlighted the difficulty in addressing evolving stakeholder
requirements.
Involving the recipient community in assessing their needs, and planning, creates more of
a sense of local ownership of projects, enhancing the likelihood of its long-term adoption
(Camfield et al., 2007; Walton & Heeks, 2011). Teachers appear particularly essential to
include in decision-making, due to their potential for “gatekeeping” the technology, or
showing reluctance to let students use it (Camfield et al., 2007). As Cervantes and colleagues
(2011) remark in the context of eTIPs: “the involvement of teachers is vital, as it is their role
to facilitate learning practices” (p. 953).
The stakeholders whose expectations and requirements were least incorporated into the
programme were the students: their expectations regarding technology access and use were
not explicitly addressed. Furthermore, their need to access information to help prepare for
their futures was not particularly facilitated by the computer labs, though this was a primary
stated aim of Blue Sparrow’s organisation. It might be that in trying to meet school
representatives’ requirements, the organisation has been unable to prioritise this aspect of the
programme’s aims.
The OLPC programme similarly evoked different expectations in the stakeholders, with
end-users having different perceptions of the programme than the stated OLPC “rules”.
These departures from the original aims appear to be due to a lack of communication with
end-users: confusion as to the ownership and responsibility for the laptops was present in all
schools. Concerns for liability, and uncertainty as to laptop ownership were reported in all
three communities, and have widely been reported in OLPC evaluations (Cristia et al., 2012;
Santiago et al., 2010).
Many laptop evaluations have shown teacher training is essential to create adoption in
schools (Cervantes et al., 2011). However, OLPC evaluations confirm there is a widespread
lack of acceptance and preparedness to use the laptops on the part of teachers (Nugroho &
Lonsdale, 2010). Ultimately, teachers may have been unmotivated to incorporate laptop use
due to their lack of involvement in the implementation. In bypassing the national teacher’s
union, OLPC may have caused teachers to feel particularly disconnected from the process
(Hansen, 2008; in Kraemer et al., 2009). The lack of involvement of teachers might
ultimately hinder children’s access to the technology, an essential condition for project
success (Maunder et al., 2006).
Empowering the community
In order to be used and sustainable in the long-term, TIPs would ideally be managed by
communities. Blue Sparrow expressed a desire to empower the school directors in running
the project, as well as ultimately empower each community member:
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And I think the end goal of the Director should eventually be to transfer that responsibility onto the people. I don’t
think that that person should always hold that position, because, if the person’s not there then it’s gonna fail. The
eventual goal would be to raise up more leaders, that he should be empowering the teachers, empowering the
parents […]. After that, it should grow, I don’t think it should stay stagnant. – Blue Sparrow S.
Because, on the one hand it has helped by facilitating, implementing the computer lab, which has, is
very interesting for the kids. But at the same time the project has also made us more involved, and we
organise the baking. So both those things right? One is to empower us so that we can do things
ourselves, with motivation and guidance. – Urban Director

However, Blue Sparrow representatives were aware of a contradiction between wanting
each computer lab to be autonomous, and placing volunteers there: they questioned whether
the volunteers could become a "crutch" for the schools, creating dependence for teaching
computing classes and impeding the teachers’ own development, for example. While a
critical period of time in the beginning of a project was identified where schools needed
volunteers placed help start off the computing classes, Blue Sparrow identified a need to
transfer the responsibility to the schools after the start of a project. They were unsure how to
successfully "negotiate" this handover of the TIP (c.f. Taylor et al., 2013).
Training local actors appears to be an essential way to empower the community: by
bridging the “knowledge and skills gap” that exists for users in a developing context; they
can become better equipped to articulate their needs and manage ICT implementation
projects themselves (Maunder et al., 2006).
That is, we can do things as well, and really how beautiful…I give you something, but you what will you do, not
for me but for yourself. We have the computers…and what do you do? And how great that it’s not for them but
for us. What do you do for yourself? If I do my bit, what will you do for you? That’s the great thing. – Urban
Director

Section summary
Both of the programmes showed some limitations in their involvement of stakeholders:
neither defined clear and measurable goals for the TIP, and they did not address the variety
of stakeholder expectations. Blue Sparrow works closely with school directors and to a
certain extent, teachers, however less attention has been paid to student and volunteer
expectations; in contrast, OLPC has not visibly involved any stakeholders apart from the
national and regional governments in determining deployment.

5.6.

Summary

By incorporating local knowledge of the communities they partner with, and adopting a
flexible bottom-up process, Blue Sparrow are able to tailor their programme to the specific
contexts and evolving needs of stakeholders. The implementation of computer labs is suited
to the communities they work with: it fits in with existing practices of sharing technology,
and is economically viable (Patra et al., 2007). In addition, the involvement of school
directors to champion the project helps ensure it is integrated into the communities (Taylor et
al, 2013). Providing a funding structure and resources in the form of long-term support and
volunteer assistance, Blue Sparrow helps ensure long-term use of the technology. Blue
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Sparrow incorporates director and teacher requirements when tailoring the programme to
each community.
OLPC builds on some interesting educational theories, arguing that laptop use may help
students initiate and “construct” their own knowledge (Papert, 2006). While theoretically
beneficial, the laptops were in fact unsuited to the specific socio-economic and cultural
contexts in the communities studied, a finding echoed in other OLPC evaluations
(Warschauer & Ames, 2010). If OLPC adopted a more localised approach, they might realise
the programme needs to be tailored differently to these communities. OLPC’s “one-size-fitsall” approach fails to consider the varying needs and characteristics of their recipient
communities. A significant limitation is the lack of involvement of any stakeholders, apart
from the regional government. This “technocentric” approach of merely providing
technology, without paying attention to wider efforts to integrate schools has been criticised
(Warschauer et al., 2011).
A limitation of both of the programmes is the lack of training provided to local people:
teachers would benefit from additional pedagogical and technical training to better integrate
technology use into the schools. The technology use in these communities was primarily
focused on computing as an end in itself, rather than incorporating higher educational
objectives. This emphasis may be related to the dominant “instructive” style of teaching in
Peru, that privileges copying over more exploratory activities (Patra et al, 2007). Though
Blue Sparrow and OLPC would like to incorporate a more constructive approach to
knowledge building in the classrooms, teachers’ lack of pedagogical training may hinder
these efforts. The value of group dynamics in enhancing learning processes is not explicitly
incorporated into either of the programmes: they might benefit from facilitating
collaboration, in order to maximise the learning experience when using technology.
Both of the organisations struggled to define specific programme goals in collaboration
with stakeholders. They would benefit from further involving stakeholders in this process, in
particular the students to whom the technology is directed. Ultimately, both of the
programmes should aim to empower the communities they partner with: providing training
and autonomy in managing the TIPs would help ensure a successful ‘hand-over’ to the
community.
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CHAPTER 6.
6.1.

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION

Summary of Findings

A digital divide exists between those who have ready access to ICTs, and those who do
not, often reflecting deeper socio-economic inequalities (Warschauer, 2003). ICT4D
initiatives seek to lessen this divide through TIPs, providing ICTs as a way to enhance
development (Heeks, 2010). Despite these aims, TIPs have often failed to create long-termed
sustained technology use, and a majority may be considered as total or partial failures in their
stated goals (Heeks, 2002; Warschauer, 2004).
OLPC has emerged as a high profile eTIP that has failed to achieve its educational aims,
with low levels of use and adoption in some of the recipient countries (Nugroho & Lonsdale;
Warschauer et al., 2011). Similarly, TIPs have struggled to create long-term technology
integration. In light of these failures, it appears imperative to re-assess the factors affecting
long-term success of eTIPs, and TIPs in general.
One month of rapid ethnography was conducted in three field sites in Peru, in order to
investigate the strengths and limitations of two eTIPs: Blue Sparrow and OLPC. The datagathering highlighted the complex and varied community contexts that the programmes had
to integrate: communities differed in terms of their infrastructures, the variety of stakeholder
needs and expectations towards the programmes.
Blue Sparrow’s local scale, bottom-up approach, and use of a computer lab model for
implementation in schools appear more suited to these specific community contexts than
OLPC’s global, top-down approach using laptops. Blue Sparrow has an in-depth knowledge
of their partner communities, ensuring the selected technology meets their needs.
Furthermore, their relationship with school directors results in the latter “championing” the
technology and promoting it within the communities. In contrast, OLPC’s global “one-sizefits-all” approach was not able to adapt to the specific and varying needs of stakeholders; as a
result, none felt particularly committed to the project, and the directors did not attempt to
promote laptop use in their schools.
Blue Sparrow’s provision of resources to support long-term use, in the form of technical
support and volunteer placement to assist teaching, helped maintain technology use in these
communities. Additionally, they consider long-term funding, and implement a micro-finance
scheme where necessary to ensure project viability. A limitation identified for both of the
programmes, however, was the lack of training provided to stakeholders: teachers felt this
was a significant barrier to their integration of computers in the classroom.
The educational impact of the Blue Sparrow computer labs was not clear in the context of
local teaching practices. Classes appeared to focus on computing as a principal outcome
rather than incorporating higher educational aims. In addition, while one school seemed to
benefit from a layout enhancing collaborative learning from peers, the others did not
particularly benefit this type of richer learning environment for students.
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Both programmes would benefit from more clearly defining their educational and
developmental objectives for the community. Involving stakeholders in the formulation of
end goals would help ensure community expectations were met. Blue Sparrow was aware of
a need to empower these communities, and encountered difficulties in negotiating this “handover” of responsibility in the context of the type of long-term support they provided. Both of
the programmes should ultimately aim to create autonomous, self-managing projects, giving
responsibility to the stakeholders once they are trained and equipped to manage the TIPs.

6.2.

Implications

Contrary to the title phrase, “more technology”, while a requirement, is not sufficient in
itself to produce the “change” needed to reduce the digital divide: what is needed is a better
understanding of the mechanisms underlying technology adoption, and the conditions
necessary for successful integration within a specific context. Simply “throwing technology”
at a community will not contribute to its development, and must be accompanied by careful
integration and support in order to positively impact the recipients (Dray et al., 2003).
In terms of educational impact, Warschauer & Ames (2010) state that eTIPs that “simply
tried to hand out laptops […] have failed because they ignored local contexts and discounted
the importance of curriculum and ongoing social, as well as technical, support and training”
(p. 40). Where no attention is paid to the wider contextual factors, the use of technology in
itself will not provide any substantial benefits. An OLPC representative expressed an
awareness of the limitation of just handing out laptops to children:
Building a learning environment is hard work….[T]o take root, it’s got to be a prolonged community effort. If
you simply present it as, “We’re going to give computers to kids,” the story is not adequate. The key to success is
to really take a holistic approach to the servers, the infrastructure, the logistics, the software, the preparation
and training, the pedagogy, and the community that is using all this stuff. – Bender (2010; in Warschauer &
Ames, 2010)

Internal re-structuring of OLPC may see future projects committed to addressing the
“social side” of implementations (Warschauer & Ames, 2010). Similarly, India’s Hole-inthe-wall project has reportedly evolved from focusing on unsupervised access outside of
school, to building ties with the schools and teachers (Arora, 2010; in Cervantes et al., 2011).
The findings presented in this study have many practical implications for practitioners
seeking to improve or secure the long-term success and sustainability of eTIPs and TIPs in
rural or developing communities. We can draw certain recommendations to guide future
TIPs:


Understand local contexts: Practitioners need to understand what technology is
actually needed. An understanding of the local culture helps, to avoid making
assumptions based on the practitioners’ own culture: in the case of a larger-scale
initiative, partnering with a small-scale entity (e.g. NGO) might help facilitate
access to and understanding of local culture and contexts.
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6.3.

Use a bottom-up approach: TIPs should be formulated in collaboration with
stakeholders, and programmes tailored to the specific needs of a community. This
approach enables practitioners to offer the most suitable TIP to a community, be
flexible and adapt as requirements evolve, and learn from any failures in order to
enhance what the programme offers. Stay away from “one-size-fits-all”
approaches.
Involve stakeholders: All of the stakeholders have different needs, and visions of
what the technology will bring to the community. It’s important to make these
expectations explicit by communicating with stakeholders. Involving the actual
end-users might actually be more important than involving policy-makers:
teachers ultimately decide whether the technology is used or not in schools.
Additionally, getting a prominent community member to champion the
technology helps ensure it is adopted and accepted by the community.
Don’t “throw technology” at a community: Technology by itself has limited
developmental impact, unless it is accompanied by specific resources and
carefully integrated into a socio-economic structure. It also needs to be
accompanied by specific goals which should be made explicit with the
stakeholders. Understanding the infrastructural needs, and making clear the
projected outcome of the technology will help practitioners identify areas that
require support or resources.
Empower communities: Though a certain amount of support (e.g. technical)
might be needed at the beginning of a TIP, the ultimate goal should be to
empower a community so that they can self-manage and sustain it over time.

Contribution

The present study contributes to the on-going debate about the suitability of technology
to enhance educational outcomes and practices. We join a body of studies evidencing the
need for more formal integration of eTIPs into the school systems they serve. Dray has
argued that reducing the digital divide will require understanding the fit between
“technology, specific needs, and human contexts” and how to negotiate the introduction and
implementation of the technology (Dray et al., 2003). This study provides a more in-depth
look at the requirements of users in rural Andean communities, and provides implications for
practitioners seeking to maximise TIP success rates in rural and developing contexts. By its
focus on understanding the specific human context of developing Andean communities, and
investigating the factors underlying the successful as well as sustainable implementation of
technology in these communities, this study contributes to a growing knowledge base on
TIPs in rural or developing contexts.

6.4.

Future work

Due to the time constraints present in this dissertation, a more in-depth ethnographic
study of TIPs in rural communities might reveal additional factors influencing project
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success. The integration of qualitative findings with quantitative measures of technology
impact on dimensions of interest (e.g. well-being, educational achievement, computer
literacy) would further benefit the HCI4D community and our understanding of the
requirements for creating successful and sustainable TIPs in developing communities.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A – Sample transcription (Urban Volunteer T., Female, 24 years old)
How do you feel the “Conectados” programme has been at this school?
Um yeah, I feel like, in terms of what I have experienced in other schools, my teaching, what I talk to
the volunteers about, this one is really, is a lot more organised, than some of the other ones. And a lot
of that is ‘cause the director is very organised. Like, he can give you a schedule when he comes in
and he does talk to you. So I think in terms of that it’s been really good. And working with the
professor we’re with, she knows that it’s computer and she’s there every time, which, a lot of teachers
when they know they don’t have to teach class they don’t come. So she comes which is really cool, so
the kids have that, like, continuity. Like oh this is this class with this teacher, and right now the topic
in this class is computers, but it’s not just like and now we have a different teacher, and who knows
how we’re grading?
So the fact that their own teacher is there, gives a bit more structure?
Yeah, ‘cause I think part of the organisation that’s hard is getting grading together and stuff. Which is
important to them so they have feedback, and it’s a good organiser ‘cause they know like I do these
tasks, I do get graded, this isn’t just some like random thing where this foreigner comes in. Because I
have done that, where the grading’s really confusing, and so it’s just like oh, this is English fun hour
or whatever, but they don’t quite connect it to, this is going to my EPT [Educacion Para el Trabajo]
grade, and I know how this follows. So I think the students feel better, and having her in the class,
then all the grades do match, ‘cause she’s either grading or I’m either grading, and she knows how
[unintelligible]. And, yeah… so in terms of that I think it’s worth your while. Um, I think it’s hard,
organisational-wise, which is true for volunteers for any short amount of time, is that, what have they
learned, and what are they learning now. Like I know there was volunteers last year but I’ve done the
same basic programmes again, and they’ve all needed help. I know they [volunteers] were here last
year, it’s been at least a year but I don’t know much more than that. But at the same time I feel like
with computers, that isn’t necessarily like that bad or anything, ‘cause those are the three computer
programmes they need to know how to use, and so as much practice as they can get on those…
So it’s worth consolidating those?
Right, so if you teach PowerPoint every year until they graduate, that’s still useful.
I was wondering, when you first started, ‘cause I know Blue Sparrow lets you make up your
own programme for the teaching, so did you talk to either Blue Sparrow or the Director here?
I definitely talked to M. and S. about what they did last year, and kind of the programme they
followed. So they really give you guidelines, like here’s, like we’re gonna do Word, PowerPoint,
Excel, and then beyond this, this is the things you could do. And they seem to be open, like if you
need more, like, instruction, like what do I need to teach them, then they definitely help you with that.
But they definitely are open to like, oh I need to do this programme [unintelligible] what of two ways
do I wanna do. And I think they give you ideas, that you realize like, oh I can do creative things, and
these kids can learn how to…like, do Word but not just be like Word, let’s do Word! And now you’re
going to write this. So, they give you examples of good lessons, I think that really helps to be like oh,
I can do creative and different things. I think ‘cause I’ve taught before, like I know how to be creative
and I know certain ways to engage kids so they’re interested in the activity and as they’re learning
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more about Word, not saying I’m great at it but I definitely have some ideas on how to go with that.
And I think if you’ve never taught before that can be kind of hard, ‘cause you’re like where do I start.
So yeah…
How do you feel about the kids’ level of computing, and did you see an evolution during your
time here?
I was surprised that some kids were really good at computing. I think I was surprised in both
directions at the level that they had, like some kids you tell them to open up the programmes and what
you’re gonna do and they just are all over it, and some kids don’t know where the symbols are on the
keyboard and they don’t know how to find the programmes to open them. So yeah, it’s definitely, you
just have a wide range. But I feel like I have seen the kids, I haven’t been here long enough to really
see the kids know how to use computers really well, to determine like ‘oh do they know it better, or
worse’…But definitely the kids who didn’t even know how to turn on the computers have definitely
improved quite a bit. They know how to basically open the programmes, and they understand the kind
of setups since Microsoft Office has the same setup they definitely understand how to like go under
the tabs, they try and do different things.
About the laptops, have you ever seen them being open or used?
No, not at all…
Ok, and the computer teacher, does she teach when there’s no volunteers placed in the school?
She is like the home ec [Home Economics], so she teaches sewing…I actually have no idea what else
she teaches ‘cause that’s what they were doing when we got here, was sewing. She doesn’t actually
know anything about computers, even though, since she’s so active, I feel like she knows everything
we taught the kids. So, um yeah, but when there’s no volunteer here, they’re doing other things. I
guess it’s called like education for work [Educacion Para el Trabajo].
From working with the kids, do you have a sense of what kind of aspirations they might have,
after they finish school here?
What I get from when I ask the kids, is that they’re somewhat very broad, like ‘I’m going to
university’, but they don’t seem to know, and neither do I in this country, how you actually get into
university, and that you need to like, work on your academics and you have to go here. Like I’ve had
some kids tell me like I wanna be a veterinarian, and I’m like cool! How do you do that? And they’ve
no idea, and they are very close to graduating…So it seems like they do have a lot of the expectation
that they’re going to go to university, which is more than I actually expected, that they are headed
towards that path, but I don’t think they get a lot of instruction, or help, because their parents haven’t
been to university, and yeah how do I get there.
I’m also interested, what kind of exercises or activities do you feel have worked the best in your
teaching experience here?
Uh, ones, activities that have worked the best, they do have like new aspects to them…like a lot of
them do know how to use Word so it has to be like, you have to have something slightly beyond that,
inserting a picture from the internet or taking your own picture and uploading it, which we did with
them as their first project.
You mean the kids taking their own pictures?
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Yeah, so the first thing we did in Word was About Me, so we took pictures of them, then they wrote
about themselves and inserted a picture of themselves. So that worked ‘cause it didn’t require a lot of
new things, it required enough. And, um, projects that didn’t work is when you realize you put way
too many new elements in…we did try and do an exercise, they were gonna do a PowerPoint on how
something worked, like a motor, or a car, or something like that, but it was too many new skills,
because they’re not good at looking on the internet, not very good at deciphering data…and so that
was overwhelming so we changed that one. We also did one in Word that was like describing a place
and that one was also too hard, ‘cause they went to present, like, Japan, and they’d be like - and this is
partly teaching skills, that I don’t know how to like use yet- is then they’d put things like all the girls
are hot…is that a fact about Japan? So that was really hard to like decipher, is trying to teach too
many things. You need to learn about searching on the internet, and then do that. And, so projects that
incorporated too many things were…but ones that used some creativity, maybe some internet but not
too much…
About the exercise ‘About Me’, did you find that they were responsive to uploading their own
content onto the computers?
I feel like it’s hard to judge, ‘cause it was stressful [noise] taking all the photos during class time, so I
feel like if you had a couple more…like maybe more cameras, because like one camera for 30 kids
was…and so they didn’t get a lot of freedom, like for uploading it, I had to talk them through it…so
maybe if they understand it a little more they can have a little more freedom with it [noise].
So, mostly I guess the computer classes will involve three or four kids around a computer…how
do you feel that…do you feel like that has an impact one way or the other?
Um, I know it’s a good impact for some kids, ‘cause they get like, tutor-, like some kids are kind of
working together, [noise] they can do things together and talk through the projects, which I think is
really good. Um, it forces them to have a little more creativity, er not forces but it like breeds a little
more creativity, which is nice, so that they can bounce ideas off each other, and then they can use the
person next to them ‘cause it’s not just like one person’s here and one person’s here…Like someone
sometimes is not doing anything so they can sit next to them and that’s nice. What I’m not sure about,
is kids that do not know very much…do they just get taken over and then they never learn? Even
though it does seem like the kids that are not good at computers are paired with the kids that are not
good at computers, which is good ‘cause they seem to be learning together, and it isn’t just the hostile
takeover of one person…so yeah, but at the same time those kids who may not know very much are
shown a lot, so maybe they don’t remember exactly how to save, but they know you can save, and
download pictures, and it takes a couple steps. Yeah so groups overall seem to actually work.
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Appendix C – Ethical approval

Re: Ethics Application 3923/001Re: Ethics Application 3923/001
GradSch.Ethics
Sent: 21 May 2013 15:03
To: Therias, Emeline

Dear Emeline
Further to the review of your ethics application at yesterday’s meeting of the UCL Research
Ethics Committee, it was agreed that approval would only be granted if parental consent was
obtained for minors under 18 to conduct the naturalistic observation and the taking of
photographs.
With best wishes, Helen
Helen Dougal
Research Ethics Co-ordinator
3 days a week (Mon – Wed)
UCL Graduate School
North Cloisters
Wilkins Building
Gower Street
London WC1E 6BT
Tel: 020 7679 7844 (ext 37844)
Email: ethics@ucl.ac.uk
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